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Contextual tonal variation in Mandarin is examined through acoustic analyses and
perceptual experiments in this study.

FO analysis of trisyllabic words and phrases, as described in Chapter 1, finds that
tonal contexts in which adjacent pitch values disagree across syllable boundaries may
greatly change a tone from its canonical form, sometimes severely enough to even alter the
direction of the tonal contour. It is also found that the FO contour of a tone is affected more
by the preceding tone than by the following tone. Perception of coarticulated tones is
examined by removing relevant semantic information from these trisyllabic words and
phrases through waveform editing and using the edited utterances as stimuli for tone
identification. Mandarin speakers identify the tones presented in the original tonal contexts
with high accuracy. Without the original context, however, correct identification drops
below chance for tones that deviate much from the ideal contours due to coarticulationWhen the original tonal context is altered, listeners compensate for the altered contexts as if
they had been there originally. These results are interpreted as demonstrating listeners'
ability to compensate for tonal coarticulation.
Chapter 2 examines FO contours in disyllabic sequences with all the possible
bitonal combinations of the four lexical tones in Mandarin produced in different carrier
sentences. It is found that a tone is influenced by both carryover and anticipatory effects,
but the former seems to dominate. The carryover effect is found to be assimilatory, and its
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influence is seen to extend across the next and even the third syllables in a row. In
contrast, the anticipatory effect is mostly dissimilatory, i.e., a low or high starting pitch
raises or lowers the FO values of the preceding tone, and its influence seems to be limited
to the immediately preceding syllable.

Chapter 3 offers a unified view of contextual tonal variation in Mandarin that
explains various non-phonological contextual tonal variations found so far in Mandarin in
terms of interaction between anticipatory and carryover effects.
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Introduction
The aim of this thesis is to find answers to some of the questions concerning the
nature of variation in Mandarin tones caused by tonal contexts in particular, and to further
our understanding of coarticulation, perception, and intonation in general.
Mandarin, as a tone language, uses tones to differentiate words and morphemes
that arc otherwise identical in their phonological structures. Along with most of the other
East Asian languages, Mandarin is said to have a contour tone system as opposed to the
register tone systems found in many African languages and some of the American Indian
languages (Pike, 1948). In Mandarin, a monosyllabic word or morpheme is specified
phonologicaUy not only by its consonants and vowels, but also by a tone, which is
manifested mainly in terms of the rate of vocal fold vibration during the voiced portion of
the syllable.1

Citation form of Mandarin Tones
Over the years, many studies have been done on the citation forms of Mandarin
tones (e-g., Bai, 1934; Chao, 1948,1968; Chuang, Hild, Sone, & Nimura, 1971; Howie,
1970,1974; M. Lin, 1965; Liu, 1924; Shih, 1986; Tseng, 1981).
According to those studies, there are four stressed lexical tones and one neutral
tone in Mandarin. The four stressed tones have the pitch2 contours high-level, mid-rising,
falling- sing, and high-falling when the syllable carrying them is produced in isolation.

Howie (1974) argues that the domain of tones in Mandarin does not include any initial voiced consonants
or a non-syllabic vowel, because they "are merely anticipatory adjustments of the voice." This way of
defining the domain of tones, however, may imply that the voiced consonants and non-syllabic vowels
provide no information about the tone of a syllable, which is yet to be proved.
Here and throughout this thesis, the term "pitch" refers to either underlying or perceived tonal value
rather than actual fundamental frequency.

Table 0.1 lists the four stressed lexical tones in Mandarin and the different names and
descriptions for them.

Table 0.1. The four stressed tones in Mandarin

Pinyin

Tone
spelling name

Chinese
name

Name
used in
this thesis

Pitch
value

Pitch
Symbol
Tone letter used in targets in
by Chao this thesis this thesis
(1930)

ma

Tone 1

yiiipinp

high

55 or 44

1or1

high-high

rn&

Tone2

yandpind

rising

35

1

low-high

shanisheng
mSi

Tone 4

qfisheng

1

low
falling

1

214

low-low

51

high-low

The neutral tone in Mandarin occurs only on suffixes. It never occurs in isolation
or on the first syllable of a word. There is no definite pitch contour for the neutral tone,
and its actual contour is determined by the tone of the preceding syllable.

Tones in Context
When produced in context, lexical tones undergo variations. Some may change
their tonal categories in certain tonal contexts. This kind of categorical tone shift is usually
referred to as "tone sandhi." Other contextual tonal variations produce only allophonic
changes or phonetic perturbations. The literature on contextual tonal variation covers both
categorical tonal changes and phonetic perturbations. Among the earliest studies of
contextual tonal variation were those by Y.R. Chao, who, with his keen ear for phonetic

An alternative way of marking the tones is used here which puts the tone marks on the last letter in a
syllable. Interested readers may contact the author for the reference.
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subtleties, made many observations on contextual tonal changes (Chao, 1948, 1956,
1968). The following are his major observations.
a)

When a low tone is followed by any tone except another low tone, only the first

half of its pitch contour in citation form is used, thus it has the pitch contour 21 instead of

214;
b)

A low tone changes into a rising tone when followed by another low tone;

c)

At conversationalspeed, a rising tone changes into a high tone when preceded by a

high or rising tone and followed by any other tone except the neutral tone.
d)

When a falling tone is followed by anofier falling tone, the fnst only falls to the

middle, i-e., having a pitch contour of 53.
Among the above four observations, (a) has met the least dispute. Observation (b)
was questioned by some. Zee (1980a, p. 121), for example, observes that despite the
similarity in contours, the FO values are "higher for the first syllable in the compound with
underlying 135 + 2141 than for the compound with underlying 1214 + 2141." Shen (1990)
also notices that the low tone after sandhi does not rise as high as the rising tone.
However, perceptual experiments by Wang and Li (1967) demonstrate that for listeners,
the derived rising tone after =dhi is the same as the real rising tone produced in the same
tonal context. Also Xu (1991) finds that even in performing silent short-term memory
tasks, Mandarin speakers confuse the derived rising tone with the original rising tone when
it is followed by a low tone.
Chao's third observation has encountered the most challenges. Zee (1980b), for
example, reports that after a high or rising tone and before a non-neutral tone, the FO
contour of the rising tone on the second syllable does not always change to High-Level,
i.e., having the tonal value of [55]. Shih and Sproat (1992) find that, when preceded and

followed by the high tone, the rising tone still has different FO contours from the high
tone. They argue that the rising tone sandhi rule

is the result of a phonetic implementation rule, which applies to the low target of a
rising tone in high tone context when the rising tone in question is in prosodically
weak positions. The amount of pitch drop to the low +argetof a rising tone varies
with the prosodic strength of the syllable. As a result, the pitch contour of an
extremely weak rising tone in high tone context approaches the shape of a high
level tone (p. 193).
More recently, Moore (1993), after examining four Mandarin Chinese classifiers
representing each of the four phonemic Mandarin tones embedded in the middle of a
trisyllabic phrase, finds that these classifiers (one of them has the rising tone) do not
completely lose their tones, but maintain their underlying duration properties and tonal
targets.
A study by Wu (1988), however, finds that if the ending pitch of the first syllable

and the starting pitch of the last syllable are both high, the tone of the second syllable
assumes a contour that has a shape similar to that of the high tone. He also finds that if the
ending pitch of the first syllable is high but the starting pitch of the last syllable is low, Le.,
the first tone is a high or rising tone, and the last tone is a rising or low tone, the FO
contour of the second syllable goes from high to low, becoming a high-falling transition.
As for Chao's fourth observation, there is a dispute not so much over the

phenomenon itself as over its nature. Chao (1968) attributes the half fall in the first falling
tone to the lesser stress on the first syllable in a disyllabic sequence. Shen (1990),
however, argues that the half fall of a falling tone before another falling tone results from
tonal coarticulation.
The kind of tonal variation described by Chao is mostly detectable by the naked

ear. When instruments arc used, more subtle perturbations may be observed. A number of
instrumental studies have been conducted on contextual toaal variations in Mandarin as

well as in other tone languages of East Asia that are also said to have contour tones (Pike,

Han and Kim (1974) examine the influence of the six Vietnamese contrastive tones
on the phonetic characteristics of another tone in an adjacent syllable by analyzing the
acoustic measurements on disyllabic utterances. They find that the overall FQheight of a
tone varies considerably depending on its immediate tone environment and also on its
syllable position: a variant of a tone adjacent to a high tone is higher than a variant adjacent
to a low tone. They find that in general the phonetic variation of the tones is greater in the
second syllable than in the first syllable, indicating that in Vietnamese the carryover effect
on tones is greater than the anticipatory effect They also observe that,
a phonetic overlap between two different phonemic tones occurs only in different
environments. However, the phonetic overlap caused by such a purely phonetic
conditioning factor does not affect the perceptual identities of the tones when they
are presented with the relevant environments. Apparently the pitch information in
the neighboring syllables serves as a basis on which the retrieval of the phonemic
status of a tone is made (p. 232).
Abrarnson (1979a) studies all possible sequences of two tones from the five tones
of Thai -mid, low, high, falling, and rising, and he finds that,
(1) the full system of five tones is preserved on monosyllabic Thai words
embedded in all possible preceding and following tonal contexts. (2) With citation
forms taken as the standard, embedding a tone in running speech causes some
perturbation, but generally not enough to damage its idendfiability. (3) Laryngeal
coarticulation is governed by the specific tonal context; nevertheless, in some
contexts coarticulation does not occur for some speakers, and in such instances the
larynx may have received instructions to reset itself to produce an approximation of
the ideal contour for the tone (p. 7).
A recent study of tonal coarriculation in Thai (Gandour, 1992a) finds the carryover
effects of the first syllable on FO height and slope of the final syllable to be minimal.
Gandour also observes, however, that the extent to which tonal coarticulation is triggered
depends on the magnitude of the difference in FO height and slope of the preceding tone.
Of the three pairs of tone combinations (falling + low / mid

+ low, falling + mid /

low + mid, high + rising 1 rising + rising), in only one (falling + mid / low + mid) the
two opposing tones in the first syllable differ in terms of the relationship of FO height of
the first syllable to that of the final syllable. And so it is only in this pair that the FO slope
of the mid tone varies depending on the tonal category of the first syllable, rising in the
beginning portion when following a low tone, falling when following a falling tone.

In another study (Gandour, 1992b). Gandour finds clear evidence of anticipatory
effects between Thai tones. Interestingly, the FO contour of the falling tone is generally
higher and steeper when occurring before the low and rising tones, both of which have a
low FO onset. But when occurring before another falling tone, which has a high FO onset,
its contour is lower and shallower. So, a s Gandour observes (p. 121), "instead of a

lowering effect, the low and rising tones induced a raising of FO in the preceding falling
tone."
H.-B. Lin (1988) conducts several experiments on the acoustics of tonal
coarticulation in Taiwanese. She finds that "compared with what has been found in Thai
and Vietnamese, Taiwanese showed much smaller coarticulatory effects (p. 137)."
Coming back to Mandarin, Shih (1986) investigates all the 16 tonal combinations
in disyllable pairs, and observes both anticipatory and carryover effects. Because of their
complexities, her observations will be discussed in detail later in relevant contexts.
Shen (1990) examines all possible combinations of the four Mandarin tones on
trisyllabic sequences and makes the following observations (pp. 293-294).
(1) Mandarin tones are affected by both carryover and anticipatory coarticulations,
and the bidirectional effects are symmetric.
(2) In Mandarin, as in Vietnamese and Thai, not only are tonal onsets and offsets
affected by coardculation, but the tonal contours are shifted up or down by the
surrounding tones.

(3) Tonal coarticulation affects only FO height, not FO direction. However, FO
directions of the surrounding tones influence the variations of FO heights. The
registers of the tonal offsets being equal, tones following a rising offset are higher
than those following a falling offset
M. Lin and Yan (1991) investigate tonal coarticulation in all the tetrasyllabic
combinations and draw the following conclusions.
(1) Tonal coarticulation only affects two adjacent syllables, that is, the coarticulatory effect
does not go beyond a neighboring tone.
(2) Tonal coardculatory effects are unidirectional, that is, Mandarin tones are affected by

either the carryover coarticulatory effect or the anticipatory coarticulatory effect More
specifically, the starting points of tone 1, tone 2 and tone 3 are affected by carryover
effects; and the ending points of tone 4 and tone 3 are affected by anticipatory effects.
(3) Tonal coardculation is manifested in terms of changes in FO height but not in FO
direction. Changes in FO height do not affect the tonal identities.

Existing Perceptual Studies
Most of the perceptual studies in the literature focus on the perception of isolated
tones (Abrarnson, 1962,1976, 1978,1979b; Chuang, et al., 1971; Gandour, 1981,1983,
1984; Howie, 1972; M. Lin, 1988; H.-B. Lin & Repp, 1989; Shen & M. Lin, 1991;
Whalen & Xu, 1992; Yang, 1989). In general, those studies find good recognizability for
tones produced in isolation.
There are far fewer studies in the literature on the perception of tones produced in
context The study by Wang and Li (1967), mentioned before on the perception of the low
tone after sandhi, is one of the earliest. Fang (1990) also studies the perception of tone
sandhi in Mandarin. With two sets of continua in which the tones of the monosyllables and

disyllables are varied in steps from the rising tone to the low tone, he finds that compared

with the monosyllables, the phoneme boundaries between the rising and the falling tones
of disyllabic sequences are shifted toward the second tone. Fang's finding indicates that
perceptually, listeners expect a more rising contour for a low tone followed by another low
tone than for a low tone produced in isolation, which in part confirms the finding of Wang
and Li (1967).
T. Lin and Wang (1984) examine the effect of the relative FO difference between a
stressed syllable and the following neutral syllable on perception of the stressed tone. They

find that a high tone is heard increasingly more frequently as high, rising or low tone as its
FO value relative to that of the following neutral syllable changes from about the same, to
moderately lower, and to much lower. This finding indicates that listeners use the FO
information in the context when judging the tone category of a particular pitch pattern.

Summary of Previous Findings about Production and Perception
of Tones in Context
To sum up, previous studies have observed various perturbations of the lexical
tones produced in context Some of the perturbations may or may not involve change of
tonal categories, e.g., low tone before low tone, or rising tone in a trisyllabic sequence
(Chao, 1948, 1968); some of them appear more like mere phonetic coarticulation, e-g.,
perturbations in FO onsets and offsets or in overall FO height (Shen, 1990; Shih, 1986);
still others are somewhat mysterious, e g , the raising of the falling tone by a following
low or rising tones in Thai (Gandour, 1992b).
Previous perceptual studies, in general, confirm that the change of a low tone into
rising tone before another low tone is categorical (Fang, 1990; Wang & Li, 1967),
although it is sdll not settled whether the derived rising tone and the lexical rising tone are
phonetically the same (Shen, 1990; Zee, 1980b). Existing perceptual studies also find
evidence for the importance of the FO level of the tonal context relative to that of the target
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tone for tone perception (T. Lin & Wang, 1984). However, the exact mechanism of
contextual influenceon tone perception still remains unclear.

A Brief Review of Coarticulation Models
Much of the contextual tonal variation may be viewed as a form of coarticulation the phenomenon in speech that the actualization of the intuitively discrete and invariant
phonetic units varies depending on their surrounding phonetic environment. The issue of
coardculation is particularly important for our understanding of the speech communication
process because of the apparent discrepancy between the lack of invariability of the
phonetic unit in the speech signal and the ease of listeners in correctly perceiving the
linguistic units intended by the speaker; this discrepancy is now believed to be a result of,
among other things, the process of coarticulation.
Many efforts have been made to explain coarticulation, especially its function as a
link between the presumably concrete, invariant linguistic unit and the context sensitive,

ever changing articulatory and eventually acoustic output Among the earliest efforts were
those that searched for invariant neural commands for individual segments (Cooper,
Liberman, Harris, & Grubb, 1958; Liberman, Cooper, Harris, MacNeilage, & StuddertKennedy, 1967; Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967). It was
hypothesized that the neural commands for phonemes are relatively invariant, and the
contextual variability is only the result of "temporal overlap in the effects of adjacent
commands on the mechanically sluggish articulatory system" (MacNeilage, 1985, p. 15).
This hypothesis was found later not to be supported by the results of electromyographic
studies, which showed that the instructions sent to the muscles for a given vowel or
consonant varied with the identity of the surrounding segments (MacNeilage, 1970).
Hypotheses about coarticulation that assume invariant neural commands may also
be questioned from another line of reasoning. If, as assumed by such a hypothesis, the

overlap between phonetic units occurs fairly late in speech production, in cases where two
adjacent phonetic units have to share the same articulator, and if those two units happen to
have opposing requirements for that ardculator, the conflict would have to be resolved as
late as after the muscle contraction, and that articulator would have to be pulled
simultaneously from different directions during the period of overlap. This would imply
that much of the speech production process is that of creating conflicts between the neural
commands and letting the conflicts be cushioned only by the sluggishness of the
articulators. This would run against the notion that speech production is a highly skilled
human behavior, and should be in general conducted harmoniously and with high
efficiency.

A second group of accounts are those that assume features to be invariant
properties of linguistic units and feature-spreading to be the mechanism for coarticulation
@enperel& Cowan, 1974; Henke, 1966; Keating, 1985,1988; Moll & Daniloff, 1971).

The difficulty with feature-spreading accounts, however, is the frequently found gradient
nature of the coarticulatory variation. By definition, features are supposed to be
"distinctive". Hence, anything less than all-or-none would be incompatible with the very
notion of distinctiveness inherent in the feature concept
Another group of accounts try to explain coarticulation in terms of coproduction
(Fowler, 1977, 1980), overlapping gestures (Libel-man et al., 1967; Libeman &
Mattingly, 1985), or gestural phasing (Browman & Goldstein, 1985,1986). According to
these accounts, gestures responsible for neighboring linguistic units actually overlap with

one another, and are coproduced during the overlap. While they seem adequate in
explaining most local coarticulation, those accounts have difficulty dealing with long
distance coarriculations, particularly those between vowels (Magen, 1989; Whalen, 1990).
One remedy is to define gestures at a more abstract level (Fowler & Smith, 1986), and
assume, for each gesture, a prominence curve with a tail that can extend across several

units (Whalen, 1990). However, although the tail hypothesis may sufficiently describe the
long distance coarticulations, the concept it entails is somewhat incompatible with the
articulatory nature of the coproduction theory, and thus seems ad hoc within its own
framework.
Yet another approach is to explain coarticulation with so-called target-based
(MacNeilage, 1970) or goal-oriented (Chistovich & Kozhevnikov, 1969) models. As
hypothesized by MacNeilage (1970, p. 190, emphasis in the original), the articulation
process is controlled by a two-loop system in which, "the open loop component emits a
context-independent command for an articulator to reach a certain position," and "the
closed-loop control circuits constantly sample the mechanical state of the articulator and
adjust the command accordingly." One potential difficulty with this kind of models, as
pointed out by Kent & Mniefi

(1977, p. 122), is that of deciding the degree and nature of

the target specifications:
If the targets are concrete and positionally well-defined, then the model probably
could not account for such coardculatory effects as the anteiopo~teriorvariation in
dorsal stop constriction (that is, the difference in the lingual closure for /k/in the
words key and coo). On the other hand, if the targets are abstract and only loosely
specified as to position, the control system may allow too much variation and
thereby jeopardize phonemic identity.

While efforts to explain coarticulation usually seem to assume that there is only one
kind of coardculatory mechanism, it is conceivable that all coarticulatory phenomena might
not result from a single mechanism. For example, whereas there is no way two adjacent
segments can be produced without any coarriculation, because no articulator is capable of
changing its position instantaneously, it is possible that two nonadjacent neighboring
segments be produced with minimal coardculation, as Whalen (1990) has shown for
./

anticipatory coarticulation. In other words, while some cases of coarticulation is utterly
unavoidable, others may be avoided at least under certain conditions. Furthermore, while
short distance carryover coarticulation could be relatively easily explained in terms of

mechanical inertia, it would be rather difficult to account for long distance anticipatory
coarticulation in termsof inertia. It is thus quite conceivable that phenomena conventionally
covered under the term coarticulation might turn out to be resulting from different
mechanisms.

Coarticulation and Tonal Variation
Most of the studies of coarticulation are focused on consonants and vowels, the socalled segmental units. A segmental unit typically has more than one correlate in both
acoustic and articulatory terms. For example, a vowel is typically specified by at least two
resonance frequencies, namely, formants, and each of the formants is related in very
complicated ways to the shape of the vocal tract (Fant, 1960, 1973). It would be
interesting to study some phonetic units, such as tones, that have fewer dimensions than
the segmental units. Tonal contours are defined in terms of pitch. The articulatory correlate
of pitch, i.e., the number of open-and-closed cycles of the glottis occurring during a given
period of time, has a simple relation with the acoustic correlate of pitch, namely,
fundamental frequency (FO). This property simplifies the relation between articulation and
its acoustic consequence. It makes the study of tonal coarticulation simpler than the study

of segmental coarticulation, because, for example, while it usually takes several formants
to infer the shape of the vocal tract,4 fundamental frequency (FO) measurements alone is
sufficient to determine the actual articulatory output of the vocal folds. Because of this,
teasing apart the major factors that control the fundamental frequency in a tone may be
relatively easy compared with doing the same thing for the segmental units. This is
especially important in dealing with coarticulation, a process which is itself complicated.
Moreover, unlike the coarticulation between vowels and consonants, but similar to
coarticulation between vowels, tonal coarticulation is the coarticulation between the same
A recent study shows that to represent a vowel completely, the entire spectral shape rather than just the
formant frequencies is needed (Zahian & Jagharghi, 1993).

kind of gestures in nature. Usually, coarticulation refers to cases where the influenced
segment has some feature or articulatory gesture that is not definitely defined, and its
surface value would depend on the influencing segment in which that feature or gesture is
more completely defined. In the case of tonal coarticulation, adjacent tonal gestures share
the same articulator, i-e., the vocal folds. If two adjacent syllables are both stressed, and if
their tones happen to have opposing pitch values at the syllable boundary, the two tones
would have to compete with each other for the control of the vocal folds in deciding the
final output -FO. It would then be intriguing to see how this kind of conflict is resolved.
Although the present thesis is not an articulatory study, it is hoped that acoustic
measurements as well as perceptual experiments would provide useful evidence for or
against different models of coarticulation.
Finally, although the term "coarticulation" refers to phonetic variations that are due
to contextual differences, not all context-dependent variations arc clear-cut cases of
coarticulation. Two points arc particularly relevant for the present study.
First, since the issue of coarticulation came into being mainly due to the
discrepancy between seemingly invariant phonetic units and their extremely contextsensitive acoustic realization, it is assumed, in this thesis, that any contextual change that
actually results in a change of perceived phonological category (e.g., the tone sandhi
involving the low tone in Mandarin, Chao, 1968) is not a typical form of coardculation,
although there may be cases where a particular phonological rule stems from mechanisms
similar to that of coarticulation.
Second, the concept of coarticulation is given rise to by the finding that the time
period during which the production of a given phonetic unit apparently dominates also
carries characteristics of the neighboring units, and that properties of any given unit can
often be found in other nearby units. To say that neighboring linguistic units are
coarticulated implies that articulatory movements responsible for their production overlap

one another in time. Hence, whatever its mechanism might be, it is assumed in this thesis
that the effect of coarticulation is assimilatory: a phonetic unit would carry some of the
properties of its neighboring units. In other words, contextual variations that arc apparently
not assimilatory are not considered covered under the term coariiculation.

Focus of the Thesis
Based on the above understanding of the state of the art in the study of contextual
tonal variations as well as the current status in the study of speech coarticulation, this thesis

will focus on the following questions.
1)

The true nature of rising tone variation in trisyllabic sequences: is it a categorical

change?
2)

How are the coarticulated tones perceived? What is the mechanism of this

perception?

3)

What is the extent of tonal coarticulation? Does it affect only the onset and offset of

a tone, or its overall FO contour as well, or even the contour directions?
4)

What is the relative strength of anticipatory and carryover effects? Are they both of

the same nature? What is their scope?

This thesis will attempt to answer each of the above questions. The body of the
thesis is divided into three chapters. Chapter 1 consists of one acoustic analysis and four
perceptual experiments, which address questions (I), (2), and part of (3). Chapter 2,
which consists of only acoustic analyses, tries to answer part of question (3) and question
(4). Chapter 3 offers a unified view of contextual tonal variation in Mandarin.

-

Chapter 1
Production and Perception of
Coarticulated Tones in Trisyllabic Sequences
Background
Chao (1948, 1968) proposes a tone sandhi rule that states that, at conversational
speed, a rising tone changes into a high tone when preceded by a high or rising tone and
followed by any other tone except the neutral tone:
[rising] -> [high] /

{

[rising]

}-

I-nenl]

Although, as mentioned before, this observation is challenged by some acoustic
analyses (Moore, 1993; Zee, 1980b), it is not without empirical support. Wu (1988) for
example, finds that if the ending pitch of the first syllable and the starting pitch of the last
syllable are both high, the tone of the second syllable changes into a tone with a FO contour
similar to that of a high tone. What is more, if the ending pitch of the first syllable is high
but the starting pitch of the last syllable is low, the FO contour of the second syllable goes
from high to low, becoming a high-falling transition. Shih and Sproat (1992), while
noticing that the rising tone still has a different FO contours from the high tone when
preceded and followed by the high tone, argue that the rising tone variation described by
Chao is the result of phonetic implementation, and is attributable to the prosodically weak
position the rising tone is in, because the amount of pitch drop to the low target of a rising
tone varies with the prosodic strength of the syllable.
While prosodic stress is a very likely condition for the rising tone variation to
occur, it does not seem to be the basic mechanism for the variation. Wu's finding,
however, hints that it is the pitch value of the tones adjacent to the rising tone that is
probably responsible for the variation. Take, say, the Mandarin word congyofibmg 'green

scallion pancake' for example. According to Chao's rule, the following change in tones
would take place in fluent speech.

-

1

high rising

low

-

-

high

high

Ã‘

low

Notice that before the change, the ending pitch in the tone of the first syllable is

high, while the starting pitch in the tone of the second syllable is low; likewise,the ending
pitch in the tone of the second syllable is high, while the starting pitch in the tone of the
third syllable is low. If the underlying tonal values of the rising tone were to be fully
realized within the second syllable in connected speech, the articulators responsible for FO
control would need to change very quickly from one state to another at the syllable
boundaries, which would be rather difficult due to inertia of the articulators. However, this
could be avoided by having the neighboring phonetic units coarticulated. The consequence
of coarticulation would be a compromise between adjacent phonetic units in the actually
realized surface values, especially when they differ from one another substantially. In
careful speech, especially when the syllable is fully stressed, this kind of compromise
could result in variations in the onset and offset and even the overall height of the tone, as
seen in Shen (1990), where speakers were asked to stress evenly the three syllables to be
analyzed. In more natural running speech, however, there could be more compromise. In
that case, the combined influence of the first and the last tones on the second tone would be
in the direction of flattening the tonal contour or even reversing its direction.

If the tonal variation in the tone of the second syllable in words like congyo6bag
were a result of coarticulation, Mandarin listeners should also hear it as such. As shown by
Fowler (1984) and Fowler and Smith (1986), coarticulatory variation is perceived by
listeners as information about the phonetic context that causes the variation rather than as
information about the phonetic unit that carries the variation. In the case of congyo6bina,

this would mean that the tonal variation in the second syllable should not be heard as a shift
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of phonological categories. Instead, listeners should still be able to identify the underlying
tone.

The Coarticulation Hypothesis and its Predictions
Based on the above discussion, it is hypothesized that the rising tone variation in
trisyllabic sequences is the result of tonal coarticulation. Following this coarticulation
hypothesis, the following predictions arc ma.&.
1)

Not only does the rising tone undergo perturbation, but also the falling tone is

subject to perturbation under comparable conditions;
2)

Other things being equal, the magnitude of the contextual tonal perturbation is

positively related to speaking rate;
3)

Listeners will treat the contextual perturbation as coarticulation, and will hence

compensate for it with the help of the tonal context present with the target tone;
4)

Listeners' performance in identifying the perturbed tones will not be directly

proportional to different magnitude of the perturbation due to different phonetic contexts or
speaking rates.
The implication of (1) from the coarticulation hypothesis is obvious. If the rising
tone variation in words like congyo6bi@ is due to coarticulation, the falling tone should
be also subject to such variation under comparable conditions. That the amount of tonal
variation is positively related to speaking rate can be predicted from both the coproduction
account of coarticulation (Fowler, 1977, 1980) or the target-based model (MacNeilage,
1970). According to the coproduction account, adjacent gestures overlap in their
articulatory trajectories. It is conceivable that the amount of gestural overlap is related to the
rate of speech articulation -the faster the rate, the greater the overlap. According to the

target-based model, at faster speaking rate, the articulators would have less time to
approach a given target, thus would be less likely to reach that target
Prediction (3) that listeners are able to compensate for coarticulation is based on
findings by existing studies on the perception of segmental coarticulations. It has been
shown that perception of one segmental phoneme depends on the adjacent phonemes
(Cooper, Delattre, Liberman, Borst, & Gerstman, 1952; Liberman, Delattre, & Cooper,
1952; Mann, 1980; Mann & Repp, 1980), indicating that listeners take coarticulation
between adjacent phonemes into consideration when perceiving speech. Furthermore, it is
suggested that listeners hear coarticulatory information as information for the influencing
segment, rather than attributing it to the segment with which it co-occurs in time (Fowler,
1984; Fowler & Smith, 1986). If the rising tone variation is coarticulatory in nature,
listeners should be able to treat it as such and compensate for it while correctly identifying
the intended tone.
Prediction (4) that different magnitude of tonal perturbation due to different
contexts would not directly affect tone perception is further derived from predictions (2)
and (3). If listeners treat the tonal perturbation as coarticulation, they would be prepared
for different amounts of tonal variation in different tonal contexts or at different speaking
rates, and thus would be able to make an appropriate normalization when trying to identify
the intended tone.

Compatible and Conflicting Contexts
To test the coarticulation hypothesis, acoustic analyses and perceptual experiments
have been conducted. In those experiments, two kinds of phonetic environments are
defined, namely, "compatible" and "conflicting." A "compatible5?context is an environment
in which adjacent phonetic units share identical or similar values along the phonetic
dimension under scrutiny. A "conflicting" context is an environment in which adjacent
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phonetic units have very different values along that phonetic dimension. The word
congyofibIDg 'green scallion pancake* (see Figure 1 3 , for example, has conflicting tonal
contexts both at the boundary between the first and second syllable, and at the boundary
between the second and third syllable, since in both places the pitch values differ
substantially. In contrast, the word dadbaizh? 'protein', has compatible contexts at both
syllable boundaries, because in both places the pitch values are similar.

Conflicting

^

\

b f

-

High Ring Low
cong

Compatible

1

yofi

bing

\

\

/

\

Falling Rising Falling
dad

baH

zfiuf

Figure 1.1. Two kinds of phonetic environments -compatible and conflicting contexts.

Different tonal variations are expected for tones produced in compatible and
conflicting contexts based on the coarticulation hypothesis discussed above. A conflicting
context, for example, those found in congyo6bing would force the adjacent phonetic units
into a compromise in terms of the actually realized surface FO values, especially when they
differ from one another substantially, resulting in tonal contours that are close to flat or
even with different FO directions. On the other hand, in a compatible context, e-g., those
found in da^ba/izIS, since adjacent tones share identical or similar pitch values at the
syllable boundary, little or no compromise is necessary, and thus the pitch values shared
by both tones should be realized to the fullest possible extent. Furthermore, the difference

between tonal variation in compatible and conflicting contexts should vary depending on
speaking rate -the faster the rate, the greater the difference.

As for perception of tonal variations, from predictions (3) and (4) above, it is
expected that listeners are able to identify an intended tone when it is presented with the
original context, regardless of whether the context is compatible or conflicting. When a
tone is presented without the original context, or with a different context, however, the
identification of the tone is expected to be affected, and the extent of the effect is expected
to depend on the nature of the original context as well as that of the new context, if it is
provided.

In the following sections, acoustical analyses and perceptual experiments will be
described that are designed to test the above predictions about contextual tonal variation in
Mandarin and its perception by native speakers of Mandarin.

Acoustic Analyses
Material
Trisyllabic words or phrases whose second syllables have either the rising tone or
the falling tone were used in this experiment. These words had either compatible or
conflicting tonal contexts, as defined earlier, for the target tone, i-e., the tone of the second
syllable.
There are 16 possible tonal combinations in Mandarin, as shown in Figure 1.2, that

satisfy the description of the two categories. All of them were used in the reading list

Figure 12. Tone patterns of trisyllabic sequences having compatible or conflicting tonal contexts.

Speakers

Five Chinese students from The University of Connecticut, three males and two
females, served as speakers. They were all native speakers of Beijing Mandarin. For each
of the patterns, two words or phrases were found. Five repetitions of each of the 32 words
were printed in Chinese in random order.
Recording

Tne speakers recorded the whole list once with each word spoken in isolation, and
a second time with each word spoken in a carrier sentence, w6 gadsu d _ _sbS z e h o
hilishl 'Let me tell you what __ is all about* It was expected that the presence of the

carrier sentence would increase the speaking rate, thus increasing the magnitude of
coarticulatory tonal variation. Each speaker produced 320 utterances.
During the recording, the overall speaking rate of the speakers was controlled by
regularly occurring pure tone beeps played through a loudspeaker by a separate cassette
player. The speakers were required to produce each sentence between two beeps occurring
at an interval of 3 seconds. The recording was made with a condenser microphone and an
Otari tape recorder at a tape speed of 7.5 d s e c .

FO analysis
All the utterances were digitized by the Haskins PCM system (Whalen, Wiley,

Rubin, & Cooper, 1990) at a 20 KHz sampling rate. The extraction of the FO values was
done manually to achieve high accuracy. The wave form of an utterance was displayed on
the computer screen, and was stretched so that each glottal cycle is shown clearly. A label
was placed at the beginning of each vocal pulse in the wave form of each target syllable
displayed on the computer screen. Then, a computer program was used to measure the
time intervals between neighboring labels and convert the intervals into frequency values.

For syllables with initial aspirated stops or affricates, FO measurement started from the
onset of voice in the syllable. For syllables with initial fricatives, nasals, the lateral, or
unaspirated stops, FO measurement started from the point of consonantal release5 For all
the target syllables, the FO measurement ended right before the constriction for the initial
consonant of the following syllable.
For each token, three raw measurements were obtained for the second syllable,
namely, duration, mean FO, and slope of the FO contour. Duration measures the time in
milliseconds between the first marked vocal pulse and the last. Mean FO is the average of
the FO values for all the vocal pulses. Slope is the coefficient of a simple linear regression
line for each token, with time of the vocal pulses as independent variable.
Previous tone studies often used the location and FO value of the turning point in a
tone contour, i.e., the point where a contour changes from rising to falling or vice versa,
as important measurements (Girding, 1987;Girding & Zhang, 1986;Shen, 1990;Shen &

M.Lin, 1991). However, because the durations of the second syllables in the trisyllabic
words examined in this study were rather short (around 100 ms), there were sometimes
only a few vocal pulses in the vowel, and the contour was often very close to a straight
line. So it was often difficult to decide where the turning point was. For this reason,
turning points were not measured, and the use of slope as the major measurement for tonal

contours ignored any possible curvature within a contour. Because this analysis was
concerned mainly with comparing tonal variations under different conditions rather than
examining the exact contour shapes, slope measurement should be sufficient.

5 Notice that no FO measurement was make on any initial voiced consonant. It was assumed that tonal
alignment is the same for all syllables, regardless of whether the initial consonant is voiced. Since no FO
measurementcan be made before the onset of vowel for syllableswith voiceless initial consonants, there is
no need in measuring FO during the voiced initial consonant, for lack of counterparts.

Rising Tone

-

Falling Tone

Duration (msec)
Compatible context, With carrier
Conflicting context, With carrier
Compatible context, Without carrier

-----.----. Conflicting context, Without carrier

Figure 1.3. Mean FO slopes, mean FO height and mean duration for the rising tone and falling
tone in compatible and conflicting contexts averaged over all the conditions and
speakers. For each line, the mid point represents mean FO; the slope of the line
represents the mean slope; and the projection of the length of the line on the
horizontal axis represents mean duration.

For each word or phrase spoken by each speaker at one of the speaking rates (with
or without carrier), the mean slope, mean FO, and mean duration were obtained by
averaging over the individual values of those measurements for all five tokens of the word.
Figure 1.3 gives a schematic representation of the mean values of all three measurements
by target tone and tonal context for all conditions and speakers. For each line in the figure,
the mid point represents mean FO; the slope of the line represents mean slope; and the
projection of the length of the line on the horizontal axis represents mean duration. Several
things are immediately apparent from this figure. First, for the rising tone, the slope is
positive in compatible context but negative in conflicting context. For the falling tones, the
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slope is much steeper in compatible context than in conflicting context. Second, in
compatible context, the slopes arc steeper at a faster speaking rate (with carrier) than at a
slower speaking rate (without carrier) for both tones; however, in conflicting context, the
slopes are steeper for the rising tone at a faster speaking rate than at a slower speaker rate,
whereas for the falling tone, the slopes are steeper at a slower speaking rate than at a faster
speaking rate. Third, while the rising tone has higher mean FO in conflicting context than
in compatible context, the falling tone has lower mean FO in conflicting context than in

compatible context Fourth, the duration is shorter at a faster speaking rate than at a slower
speaking rate. Fifth, the mean FO is higher at a faster speaking rate than at a slower
speaking rate.
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Egure 1.4.FO contours of 5 tokens of /pi/in the word Wpijiu" (light beer) produced by speaker LC.

Figure 1.4 provides some examples of the rising tone produced with negative
slopes in case of conflicting context. The five tokens were produced by one of the male
speakers who participated in this experiment. It may be noticed that the duration of those
contours are very short. Some of them consists of only four vocal pulses. However, these
arc only durations of the vocalic segment in the syllable /pi/, not of the entire syllable.

Figure 1.5 shows the grand means over all the speakers for the slopes of rising
tone and falling tone in compatible context versus co&cting contexL In the conflicting
context, the slope values for both tones approach zero, whereas in the compatible context,
the slope values for the two tones fall far apart. More interestingly, the mean slope of the
rising tone becomes negative under the influence of the conflicting context, although it is
still very close to zero. In fact, 11 out of the 16 words in this condition (rising tone in
conflicting context) had negative mean slopes. For the falling tone, although the overall

mean slope remained negative even in the conflicting context, 3 out of the 16 words in the
conflicting context had positive mean slopes.
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Figure 1.5. Mean slopes of rising tone and falling tone in compatible and conflicting tonal
context collapsed over five speakers.The horizontal bars indicate standard error.

To make the slopes of the rising tone and the falling tone directly comparable for
statistical analysis, the slope values should be normalized in terms of the direction of the
slopes. One way to do this is to take absolute values of all the slopes. However, simply

taking absolute values of the slopes would improperly treat cases of "over flattening," i.e.,
cases in which a rising tone is produced with a negative slope, or a falling tone produced
with a positive slope. To take care of those cases, the signs of all the slope values for the
falling tone were reversed, while the signs of the slope values for the rising tone remained
unchanged. The resulting slope values are referred to as adjusted slopes and are used in the
statistical analysis described below. Note that the signs of the adjusted slopes thus obtained
indicate whether there is over-flattening, both for the rising tone and for the falling tone,
while the absolute values of the adjusted slopes reflect the steepness of the slopes
regardless of their directions.
An ANOVA was conducted with context (compatible or conflicting), carrier
sentence (with or without), and tone (rising or falling) as factors. The dependent variable

was adjusted slope. Two additional ANOVAs were conducted with mean FO and mean
duration as dependent variables respectively.
Overall, the mean adjusted slope for the compatible context (0.276) is steeper than
for the conflicting context (0.030), F(l,56) = 109.39, p c 0.001, indicating a strong
influence of the tonal contexts upon the slope of the target tones. The mean adjusted slope
for the falling tone (0.260) is also steeper overall than for the rising tone (0.045),
F(l,56) = 83.02, p c 0.001.
There is a significant interaction ( F(l,56) = 13.29, p c 0.001) between tone and
context More specifically, the difference between the falling and rising tones is greater in a
compatible context than in a conflicting context. This is probably because a compatible
context helps the FO contour of a tone to approach its canonical form, whereas the
conflicting context reduces the slope of both tones to close to zero. Since the canonical
form of the falling tone has a much steeper slope than that of the rising tone, the reduction
of the slopes needs to go further for the falling than for the rising tone.

The only significant effect on duration is presence/absence of carrier. As expected,
tones produced in a carrier sentence are shorter (85 ms) than those produced in isolation

(104 ms), F(l,56) = 6.25, p = 0.015, indicating a difference in speaking rate between the
two conditions.
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Figure 1.6.Interaction between context and carrier. The horizontal bars indicate standard error.

The main effect of carrier on adjusted slope is not significant. However, there is a
significant interaction between carrier and context, F(l,56) = 10.26, p c 0.01. Figure 1.6
shows that with a carrier, the difference in adjusted slope between compatible and
conflicting contexts is larger than without a carrier. Since the comparison of duration
confirms the difference in speaking rate between the two carrier conditions, it is clear that
tonal variation due to context is greater at a faster speaking rate than at a slower speaking
rate. Note that the slopes for the compatible context are greater in the carrier sentences
(i.e., when they are short), which shows that the smaller value for the conflicting context

is not simply a matter of articulatory undershoot
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The main effect of speaking rate on mean FO is highly significant, F(l,56) =
49.12, p c -001. As can be seen in Figure 1.3, regardless of tone or context, mean FO is
higher at faster speaking rate (thicker line in Figure 1.3) than at slower speaking rate
(thinner line in Figure 1.3). This indicates a general trend of raising the overall FO value by
a faster speaking rate.
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Figure 1.7. Mean FO under the effect of tone and context. The horizontal bars indicate standard
enor.

There is a highly significant interaction between the effects of tone and context on
the mean FO of the target tones (See Figure 1.7). The rising tone had a higher mean FO in
the conflicting context than in the compatible context, whereas the falling tone had higher
mean FO in the compatible context than in the conflicting context This does not make
much sense until we take into consideration what the contexts are actually like for the two
tones. For the rising tone in the conflicting context, the preceding tone ends high. Since in

this case the mean FO is high, it seems that the flattening of the contour is mainiy
accomplished through raising the beginning value of the rising tone rather than through
lowering its ending value (also refer to Figure 1.3). Conversely, for the falling tone in the
conflicting context, the low mean FO seems more like a result of pulling down its
beginning value by the low ending pitch of the preceding tone rather than a result of raising
its ending value by the high starting pitch of the following tone. In both cases, it seems the
preceding tone exerts more influence on the target tone than the following tone. Likewise,
in the compatible contexts, the lower mean FO in the rising tone indicates greater influence

from the preceding falling tone that has a low ending FO value; and the higher mean FO in
the falling tone indicates greater influence from the preceding rising tone that has a high
ending FO value. This apparent asymmetry in the influence of the tonal context upon a
target tone may indicate a greater amount of carryover than anticipatory tonal coarriculation

in Mandarin. Alternatively, this asymmetry of contextual influences might indicate closer
rhythmic relation of the second syllable with the first syllable than with the last syllable in a
trisyllabic word or phrase in Mandarin, as suggested by Wu (1984), who proposes that
trisyllabic units in Mandarin are made of a disyllabic unit followed by a monosyllable
rather than with three syllables equally bound together or with a monosyllable followed by
a disyllabic unit. However, because only the tonal influence of the f i s t and the last
syllables upon the second syllable was examined here, the present results do not
distinguish between these two possibilities. More conclusive answers to this question will
be provided by the acoustic analyses in Chapter 2.

In summary, the results of the FO analyses show that there are significant
differences between tones produced in two kinds of contexts: the slopes for tones in a
compatible context are much steeper than in a conflicting context, indicating that tonal
environment does effectively change the tonal contours of the target tones. Furthermore, in
a conflicting context, there occurred instances in which the direction of the tonal contours
differed from that of the underlying contours. Thus, for example, a falling contour might

have occurred when the underlying tone was rising. The interaction between context and
carrier indicates that variation due to context increases at faster speaking rate. The
interaction between the effect of tone and context on mean FO indicates possible greater
carryover than anticipatory tonal coarticulation in Mandarin.

Perceptual Experiments
The FO analysis showed that in connected speech, a tone varied its FO contour
extensively in different tonal contexts, sometimes even to the extent of changing the
direction of its slope. It would be interesting then to see how this kind of variation is
perceived by listeners. Would they be able to recover the tone categories intended by the
speaker? Or, would they rather take the FO contours at their face value and perceive tones
that arc different from the intended ones in case the FO contours deviated much from the
canonical forms? If listeners arc able to recover the intended tones, how do they do it? The
following four perceptual experiments are designed to answer these questions.
Experiments 1 and 2 look at identification of tones presented in the original contexts.
Experiment 3 examines perception of tones produced in context but presented in isolation.
Experiment 4 tests identification of tones presented in tonal contexts that arc different from
the original ones.

Perceptual Experiment 1
Stimuli

In the production study, the purpose of using real words and common phrases in
the reading list was to guarantee that there would be maximum coardculation, because they
would be produced more naturally than nonsense material. To examine the perception of
coarticulated tones, however, linguistic information other than purely phonetic information
should be avoided. In other words, the design of the perceptual tests should prevent
subjects from using their non-phonetic linguistic knowledge in accomplishing the task. To

achieve this goal, certain modifications of the acoustic signal were made on each word so
that the phonetic structure of one of the syllables was changed. The phonetic modifications
were of two kinds, excision or substitution, and they were applied either to the firs or to
the last syllable in a word, but not to the second syllable. In the process of excision, the
initial part of the fiication noise in a syllable was cut out so that the phonetic identity of the
first syllable was effectively changed. For example, a [s] may be changed into a [tsh], [ts]
or a [t], depending on how much of the original frication noise was cut out, and what
vowel followed that consonant. These consonants share almost the same place of
articulation in Mandarin, and thus resemble one another in the spectral shapes of their
frication noise and the formant transitions into the following vowels. In the process of
substitution, the transient noise in a stop or the frication noise in an affricate was replaced
by frication noise from an affricate or a fricative. This process could change, for example,
a [t] into a [ts], [th], [tsh], or a [s].

The modifications of the acoustic signals were done on a VAX 111780computer
using WENDY,a wave form editing program developed at Haskins Laboratories.
Table 1.1 is an illustration of the phonetic modifications performed on the
trisyllabic words or phrases and the resulting nonsense strings written in Chinese as
response choices. In this case, the beginning part of the frication noise of [ d ] was
removed from the signal so that it sounded like a stop [th]. It was necessary to use Chinese
characters as response choices because the Pinyin system is not the conventional way of
representing Mandarin speech, and the subjects would not be at ease with it. The syllable
that has undergone phonetic modification is represented by a character different from the
original one. The other two syllables were also represented by different characters from the
original ones, but with the same pronunciation. This is to guarantee that the lexical identity
of the original word is totally disguised. This is possible because in Chinese homophonous
morphemes arc often written with different characters. Because the morphemes themselves

are not necessarily words, and their combinations into words arc determined by convention
rather than by the speaker's choice, the arbitrary combinations of syllables in the response
choices as illustrated below can not remind the subject of any real words even if the
meanings of the individual morphemes might be combined to make some sense.

Table 1.1. Illustration of phonetic modif~cationand the resulting nonsense strings used as
response choices for subjects in Experiment 1.

Characters transcription

character alosses

%f^

[t&

11^11%
W%fiS
%E66

[t%

<a@ tsaft]
[A~iafjisaft]
[t% wuj tsaft]

'replace incense fight'

^lF!l&

[t% ci* pi11

'replace toward fight'

c i a tsaft]

'air situation station*

'replace detail fight'
'replace thought fight*

word aloss
'weather station'

1

nonsense
strings used
as response
choices

When recording the stimuli back onto magnetic tape for perceptual tests, the carrier
sentences for the target words were not altered in any way and each remained with the
(now-altered) words or phrases they carried.
Tokens produced by only one of the speakers were used as stimuli. All modified
utterances were rerecorded onto magnetic tapes with five repetitions each in random order.
For each tape, an answer sheet was prepared on which the response choices were the
nonsense strings of Chinese characters as illustrated in Table 1.1. For the four choices in a
trial, all the first characters were the same, and all the last characters were the same. For the
first (or last) syllable that had undergone phonetic modification, the character used
represented the new syllable. For the last (or first) syllable that had not been modified, the
character represented the same syllable, but was a different character from the original
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character. The four alternative characters in the middle all had the same CV structure as the
original character, but each had a different tone (See Appendix 1 for a complete list of the
target words and their corresponding nonsense strings used as response choices.).
The modification of the original acoustic signal of the test words, together with the

substitution of the characters on the answer sheet, insures that the trisyllabic sequences are
no longer meaningful words or phrases, while all the tonal properties characteristic of
fluent speech arc well preserved.

Subjects
Ten Chinese students from The University of Connecticut who arc native speakers
of Beijing Mandarin participated in the identification test

Procedure
A subject listened to the test tape through headphones, and decided, for each trial,
which of the four choices printed on the answer sheet was the one he had just heard, and
marked his choice on the answer sheet accordingly.

Results
Figure 1.8 shows tone responses for the target tones in this experiment. Each of
the four stacked bars represents the distribution of tone responses for a given target tone in
a given context. The falling tone was heard as falling tone 99.7% of the time in the
compatible context and 97% of the time in the conflicting context. The rising tone was
heard as rising tone 94% of the time in the compatible context and 81% of the time in the
conflicting context

Tone Reg~ons?

â‚ High
Rising
Low
Falling

Rising

Falling

Compatible

Rising

Falling

Conflicting

-0riainalTone and Context
figure 1.8. Tone responses for the rising and falling tones produced in the compatible and
conflicting tonal contexts in Experiment 1.

A three factor ANOVA was conducted with context, tone, and carder as

independent variables (The identification scores were arcsin transformed for the ANOVA
to offset the ceiling effect (New-Score = 2 arcsin sqrt (Old-Score), (Winer, 1962, p.
400))-

Figure 1.9 shows the effect of context on the accuracy of responses plotted against
the effect of carrier. The overall accuracy was high for both contexts (97% for the
compatible context, and 88% for the conflicting context) and both carrier conditions (92%
for with carrier, 94% for without carrier). While the effect of context was significant,
F(l,9) = 26.73, p c 0.001, the effect of carrier is not. There was no interaction between
the two factors.

H Compatible
6 Conflicting

With Carrier

Without Carrier

Carrier Condition
Figure 1.9. Accuracy of tone identification under influence of tonal context and carrier sentence in
Experiment 1. The horizontal bars indicate standard error.

Figure 1.10 shows the effect of context plotted against the effect of tone. Both
effects were significant. The context effect was discussed earlier. The falling tone had
higher identification accuracy (99%) than the rising tone (87%), F(l,9) = 113.82,
p < 0.001. There is also significant interaction between the effects of context and tone,

F(l,9) = 13.39, p < -01. This interaction is partly attributable to the sandhi-triggered low
tone responses. For the rising tone in conflicting context, 6% of the low tone responses
were for the rising tone in the tonal context of

-

/

_ and / / _

.These low tone

responses should be considered as ambiguous between low tone and rising tone percepts.
This is because the second syllables were followed by syllables with low tone. Since it is

known that a lexical rising tone preceding a low tone is nondistinct from a rising tone
derived from a low tone (Wang and Li, 1967) due to the tone sandhi rule in Mandarin, a
percept of a low tone in this context would imply that the listener might actually have heard
a rising contour. However, the interaction between context and tone remained significant
even when those sandhi-triggered low tone responses were treated as correct responses,
F(l,9) = 6.33, p = -033 (The remaining errors consists of 9%high tone responses and 7%

falling tone responses). This indicates that listeners have even more difficulty
compensating for the tonal variation due to conflicting context for the rising tone than for
the falling tone.

Rising
H Falling

Compatible

Conflicting

Tonal Context
Figure 1.10. Tone identification accuracy under the influence of tonal context and tone in
Experiment 1. The horizontal bars indicate standard error.

Discussion
The results are interesting in two respects. First, although as shown in the
acoustical analysis, there arc large differences between tones produced in compatible and in
conflicting context, and for some tokens, the effect of the context is big enough even to
change the direction of the FO contours, the overall accuracy of response is very high for

both contexts. This is especially significant when we remember that what the subjects
heard was fluent speech stripped of all relevant semantic information. The apparent

implication of this performance is that listeners allow for coarticulation when perceiving
tones produced in connected speech.
Second, despite the overall high accuracy for both compatible and conflicting
contexts, there was a significant difference between the two. When FO contours were
closer to the underlying ones due to the benefit of a compatible tonal context, the
recognition was better than when FO contours were distorted farther away from the
underlying forms due to the effect of conflicting tonal context This indicates that
coarticulatory variation may not always be treated as such, and thus be fully compensated
for by listeners.

Perceptual Experiment 2
In Experiment 1, only dynamic tones were used as target tones to test whether they
could be correctly identified when presented with the original context Since the static tone
that those dynamic tones may be confused with, namely, the high tone, was not used as a
stimulus, there is a lack of contrast in the stimuli. It could be argued that a lack of
confusing static tone targets may have biased listeners toward hearing the dynamic tones
rather than the high tone, because they had nothing to compare them with. To make sure
that the high accuracy in tone identification found in Experiment 1is not simply a result of
response bias, Experiment 2 presented the high tone together with the rising and the falling
tones in the same tonal context. Also, to verify that the high accuracy of identification is
not unique to the speaker, utterances by another male speaker who also served as one of
the speakers for the acoustic analysis were used as stimuli for this experiment
Stimuli

Figure 1.11 displays the tone patterns used in this experiment The first and the
third rows consist of tone patterns containing only conflicting tonal contexts for the second

syllable. They are exactly the same tone patterns used in Experiment 1for the conflicting

.

context condition. The second and the fourth rows consist of tone patterns that are identical
with those tone patterns directly above them except for the tone in the middle, which is
always the high tone. This arrangement provides direct comparison between the static tone
(the high tone) with the dynamic tones (rising and falling tones) that have reduced their
dynamic range due to conflicting tonal context
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Figure 1.11. Tone patterns for tri-syllabic words and phrases used in Experiment 2.

Thirty-two words and phrases were used so that for each of the 16 tone patterns
shown in Figure 1.11 there were two corresponding words or phrases. All of them were
repeated five times and put in a randomized list A male speaker of Beijing Mandarin who
also served as one of the speakers for the acoustic analysis recorded the list with each word
in the same carrier sentence used in Experiment 1.

As in Experiment 1, the recorded words were edited so that their phonetic

structures were altered while their tonal characteristics were kept intact. The edited
nonsense strings were then recorded back on tape in random order, each occurring twice,
and each with its original context Unlike Experiment 1, however, for most of the words,
both the first syllable and the last syllable were edited. This was to further guarantee that
the original words or phrases would not be recognized lexically.

Subjects
The subjects were ten native speakers of Beijing Mandarin who were students at
The University of Connecticut

Procedure
As in Experiment 1, an answer sheet was prepared on which, corresponding to

each token, there were four choices each having the same initial character and the same

final character but different characters for the second syllable. Each of the four characters
for the second syllable represented the same syllable structure with a different tone. (See
Appendix 2 for a complete list of the target words and their corresponding nonsense
strings used as response choices.).
Subjects listened to the recorded tapes, and indicated for each token what the tone
of the second syllable was by marking one of the four choices on the answer sheet.

Results
Figure 1.12 shows the tone identification responses for the target tones in this
experiment. Each of the four bars represents the distribution of tone responses for a given
target tone in a given context The original high tone was heard as high tone more than

90%of the time. The original falling tone was heard as falling tone 87% of the time. The
original rising tone, although heard as high tone 34% of the time, was heard as rising tone
most of the time (63%). As a matter of fact, only three out of the eight words with a rising
target tone had identification scores near the chance level of 25%. The rest all had fairly
high accuracy of identification, all well above chance, ranging from 74% to 84%.
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Figure 1.12. Tone responses for the dynamic (rising and falling) and the static (high) tones in
Experiment 2.

Perceptual Experiment 3
These results in general c o n t i the finding in Experiment 1 that dynamic tones
produced in conflicting context can still be identified with fairly high accuracy. However,
with the presence of original high tones in the stimuli, the rising tones in some of the
words were often confused with the high tone. Nevertheless, fewer than half of the words
tested had their tonal categories wrongly identified. Also the original high tone having the
same tonal context did not show any sign of tonal confusion with the rising tone, which is
very different from a case of true confusion of tone categories in Mandarin, where a true
rising tone and a rising tone derived from a low tone when preceded by another low tone
are confused in both directions (Wang & Li, 1967). Therefore, while the results of this
experiment suggest that the rising tone in Mandarin, at least in some speakers' speech,

approximates the high tone in some instances, they do not yet indicate a merger of tone
categories in the tonal context examined. Instead, the confusion seems more like a failure
to compensate for the coarticulatory variation due to the conflicting tonal context

Stimuli

Although Experiments 1and 2 found fairly high accuracy of identification for tones
produced in both compatible and conflicting contexts, the results did not show
unambiguously where the information enabling listeners to allow for coarticulation is
located. To make sure that it was the tonal context that was providing some crucial
information about the tonal identity of the second syllable, it was necessary to check what
would happen to tone perception without the help of the original tonal context. To do this,
target tones with their original context replaced by white noise were used as stimuli in this
experiment.
The raw tokens used in this experiment were the same tokens used in
Experiment 1, except that only words or phrases whose first and last tones were either
rising or falling tones were used. For example, words with tone pattern of / \ /
were used, whereas words with tone pattern of / \

_ were not. Also, only words or

phrases produced with the carrier sentence were used.
For each token, the entire context for the syllable carrying the target tone, i-e., both
the preceding and the following syllable and the carrier sentence, was replaced by white
noise. The duration of white noise was 500 ms both preceding and following the target
syllable.
Subjects

Ten native speakers of Beijing Mandarin who were students at The University of
Connecticutparticipated in this experiment.

Procedure
The stimuli were recorded onto a magnetic tape in random order, each repeated
twice in immediate succession. An answer sheet was prepared on which, corresponding to

each syllable, there were four characters representing syllables with different tones
including the target tone, but all having the same CV structure as the target syllable. No
effort was made to avoid using characters identical to those in the original words, because
isolated single characters would not remind the subjects of the original words.
The subjects' task was to identify the tone of each target syllable by marking the
appropriate character on the answer sheet
Results

Subjects' response patterns are shown in Figure 1.13. Each of the four bars
represents distribution of tone responsesfor a given target tone in a given context It can be

seen that response patterns differ dramatically depending on whether a target tone was
produced in compatible or conflicting context When the context was compatible, tone
responses mostly agreed with the intended tone. When the context was conflicting, the
majority of the tokens were perceived as having high tone whether the original tone was
rising (74%) or fmg

(54%).The correct identification of both rising tone (17%) and

falling tone (18%) dropped well below the chance level of 25%.
Overall, the identification of the tones in a compatible context was significantly
higher than that of the tones in a conflicting context, F(l,9) = 357.70, p < 0.001. There
was no difference between the identification of the two tones, and there was no interaction
between the effect of tone and context
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Figure 1.13. Tone response patterns for syllables whose original context was replaced by white
noise in Experiment 3.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 3 demonstrate that when a tone is stripped of its original
context, its identification varies dramatically depending on the nature of that context When
the context was compatible, identification scores remained high; when the context was
conflicting, identification dropped below chance. This indicates that without the adjacent
tones, listeners can only attribute the coarticulatory variation in tonal contour to the target
tone itself. It also shows that a conflicting tonal context does effectively change the tonal
contours to the extent that they resemble some other tone categories when heard without
the original context The fact that listeners heard as high tones most of the tones originally
produced in the conflicting context indicates that the change of direction in the tonal
contours observed in the FO analysis, as discussed earlier, does not seem to be enough to
make a listener hear a rising tone as a falling tone, or conversely. This result agrees with

the finding by Whalen and Xu (1992) that Mandarin syllable excerpts with close to level

FO contours were heard mostly as the high tone, except when the absolute FO is very low.

Perceptual Experiment 4
Experiments 1,2 and 3 showed that context plays an important role in perception
of tones. Presented with the original context, a tone can be identified correctly most of the
time even if it has undergone severe distortion due to the context. Without the original
context, identification of the same tone drops dramatically if it has been severely distorted

b
, the context. The results of the first three experiments do not show definitely, however,
what exactly in the context is responsible for the accurate tone identification in Experiment
1 and 2, and for the low accuracy of tone identification in Experiment 3. To confirm that it
is the tonal information in the context, and not some other factor, that is responsible for the
difference in tone identification across the previous experiments, changes should be
introduced into the tonal context to test if tone identification is affected in the direction that
can be predicted by a coardculatory account of tone perception.

Stimuli
The first and last syllables in the trisyllabic words and phrases used in Experiment

3 were swapped in preparing the stimuli for this experiment. For each word, the position
of the first and last syllables were exchanged by excising both of them from the original
context in the acoustic signal and putting each into the original position of the other. Since
lexical identity was destroyed when the first and last syllables were swapped, there was no
need for any further phonetic modification on the initial consonant of the first or the last
syllable.
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Figure 1.14. Swapping design for Experiment 4.

As a result of this simple swapping, two kinds of changes were introduced into the

tonal context for the target tone, as shown in Figure 1.14. The first kind of change,
referred to as real change, occurs in words whose first and last tones are different, for
instance, words with the tonal pattern of

-

/

_ .The second kind of change, referred

to as pseudo change, occurs in trisyllabic sequences whose first and last tones are the
same, for instance, words with the tonal pattern of / / /

. In

both conditions,

dramatic changes are introduced at the segmental level, because in both cases the first
syllable and the last syllable are different in their. CV structures. However, the pseudo
change condition does not introduce signif~cantalteration of the tonal environment for the
second syllable, since the tonal values adjacent to the target tone remain the same, whereas
the real change condition shifts the tonal values adjacent to the target tone to the opposite
extreme, i.e., from high to low, or from low to high, thus changing an originally
compatiblecontext into a conflicting context, and vice versa.
As in Experiment 3, only tokens produced in the carrier sentence were used in this
experiment, and all of them underwent the swapping operation described above.

All the modified utterances were recorded, together with the carrier sentences, onto
magnetic tapes in random order with 10 repetitions each. For each tape, an answer sheet
was prepared on which the test words were written in Chinese. For each trial, there were
four characters printed a s choices for the second syllable, each having a different tone in
Mandarin, but all with the same CV structure as the original syllable. The first and the last
characters were printed only once for each trial. They both represent the original syllables
except that their positions are exchanged. Most of them are different characters from the
original ones except in cases where no alternative characters could be found for the
particular syllables. In no case were all the three characters the same as those in the original
word.

Subjects
Ten Chinese students at The University of Connecticut, all native speakers of
Beijing Mandarin, participated in the identification test

Procedure
The subjects listened to the test tape through headphones, and decided, for each
trial, which of the four choices printed on the answer sheet was the one they had just
heard, and marked their choices on the answer sheet accordingly.

Predictions
The two types of original tonal context, namely, compatible and conflicting, were
expected to have different contributions to the perception of the target tones. For the
pseudo change condition, since no essential changes were introduced into the tonal
environment, perception of the target tone was expected to be similar to that of
Experiment 1. For the real change condition, identification of the target tone was expected
to differ dramatically.
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Figure 1.15. Predicted effect of swapping upon perception of coarticulated tones for syllables
produced in the conflicting tonal context.

Figure 1-15 presents a schematic prediction for what would happen in the real
change condition. The swapping of the first tone and the last not only results in significant
changes in tonal environment for the tone of the second syllable, since both the beginning
and the ending FO values of the two tones differ simcantly,

but also completely alters the

original tonal context which is responsible for the FO variation in the second syllable. If
listeners hold the altered context partially responsible for the flattened contour of the target
tone, they would compensate for the influence of the altered context as if it had been there
originally. The effect of this compensation process is to shift the perceived value of the
target tone at a given point away from the value of the adjacent tone. When the original
tonal context is compatible (See the upper flow chart), coarticulation of the target tone with
the adjacent tones preserves its underlying tonal contour. After swapping, the context
becomes conflicting. The compensation process would shift the values of a target tone
away from the values of the adjacent tones in the altered context, as mentioned above. This
shift would further c o n t i the current tonal contour in the target tone, which already
agrees with the original form. As a result, the perceived tone would just be the original
tone. When the original context is conflicting (see the lower flow chart), the underlying

dynamic tonal contour of a target tone becomes flattened due to coarticulation with adjacent
tones. After swapping the first and last syllables, the tonal context becomes compatible.
Again, the compensation process would shift the values of a target tone away from the
adjacent values of the tones in the altered context The consequence of the shifting in this
case would be, however, to perceive a tone with an opposite dynamic contour, i-e.,
hearing a rising tone as a falling tone, and vice versa, or to perceive a tone with a flattened
contour, Le., the high tone.

Compatible
Conflicting

Real

Pseudo

Tvoe of Chance due to Swaw~ing
figure 1.16. Accuracy of tone identification under the influence of original tonal context and type
of change due to swapping in Experiment 4. The horizontal bars indicate standard
error.

Results
Figure 1.16 displays the accuracy of tone identification under the effect of context
and type of change. While both the main effect of context ( F(l,9) = 29.87, p < 0.001) and
the effect of change (F(l,9) = 11.99, p < 0.01) are significant, the most interesting is the
significant interaction between the two factors, F(l,9) = 65.07, p < 0.001. The effect of

original context is much greater when swapping produced real change than when swapping
produced only pseudo change.
Figures 1.17 and 1.18 break up the results shown in Figure 1.16 into responses
for the original rising and falling tones separately. In each of the two figures, we can see
the proportion of all the tone responses for the rising or falling tone originally having
compatible or conflicting contexts, and having undergone real or pseudo change as a result
of swapping operation.

Tone Resoonse

E High
H Rising

â‚

Low
Falling

Compatible Conflicting Compatible Conflicting
Real Change

Pseudo Change

Oriainal Context and Tvoe of Chanae
Figure 1.17. Tone responses for the rising tone after swapping in Experiment 4.

In Figure 1.17, it can be seen that under the pseudo change condition, a rising tone

was mostly heard as rising tone whether the original context was compatible or conflicting,
although as in Experiment 1, the compatible context was a little better than the conflicting
context. For the real change condition, as predicted, there were dramatic differences
between compatible and conflicting contexts. Most tokens originally in compatible contexts

were heard as the rising tone (75%). Furthermore, the 18% of low tone responses should
be considered as ambiguous between the low and the rising tone percepts due to the tone
sandhi mentioned earlier. With the addition of this portion, the total rising tone responses
would be increased to 93%. For the rising tone originally produced in conflicting contexts,
the largest proportion of responses, as a matter of fact, almost half (49.7%) of them, were
falling tone responses. The second largest proportion, about 31%, were high tone
responses. The combined proportion of the falling and high tone responses adds up to
79% of the total number of responses,while the rising tone responses add up to only 18%.

This pattern of responses demonstrates that the subject indeed compensated for the
influence of the altered context introduced by the swapping operation as if it had been there
originally, thus confirming the predictions shown in Figure 1.16.
Figure 1.18 shows tone response patterns for the falling tone. For the pseudo
change condition, correct tone identification was 84%for the compatible context and 49%
for the conflicting context. The moderate identification score for the conflicting context is
probably due to listeners' compensation for the reversed declination of overall FO contour
due to swapping. The swapping operation, though not changing the tonal categories in the
tonal context for the second falling tone in the tonal sequences of \ \ \ (which is the tonal
sequence having conflicting context and subject to pseudo change by the swapping
operation) reverses the FO declination, which has been found in many languages including
Mandarin (Girding, 1987; Maeda, 1976; Pierrehumbert, 1979; 't Hart & Cohen, 1973), in
the original signal. This reversed declination in the stimuli is compounded by listeners'
expectation for the normal declination. In other words, the perceived overall pitch of the
second falling tone in a tonal sequence of \ \ \ could have been the result of two raises, fmt
by the swapping operation per se, and then by listeners' compensation for the normal
declination as if it had been partially responsible for the actual FO values in the stimuli.
This double raising of perceived overall pitch plus the flattened FO contour may have been

the major causes for the high proportion of high tone responses for the second falling tone

in the tonal sequence of \ \ \. Yet another possible additional cause is the carryover
coarticulation between the second and the third syllable, which have been seen to be more
prominent than the anticipatory coarticulation in our FO analysis described earlier. This
carryover coarticulation would lower the starting as well as the overall FO value of the third
syllable due to the low ending value of the falling tone in the second syllable. This would
then raise the FO value of the second syllable relative to that of the first syllable after
swapping, thus increasing the number of high tone responses for the second syllable after
the swapping operation.

Tone Resoonse
High
Rising
Low
E Falling

Compatible Conflicting Compatible Conflicting
Real Change

Pseudo Change

Qriainal Context and Type of Change
Figure 1.18. Tone responses for the falling tone after swapping in Experiment 4.

For the real change condition, again, there is striking difference between the
compatible (89%) and the conflicting (26%) contexts. Also, although only 25% of the
tokens were directly heard as rising tone for the original conflicting context, 45% were
heard as low tone. Again in this condition, a low tone percept should be considered as

nondistinct from a rising tone percept, because the target tone was followed by a low tone
which, had it been there originally, might have caused the previous tone to change into a
rising tone. So the combined percentage of rising tone percepts would then be 69%.
Again, this pattern of responses confirms the prediction that subjects would compensate
for the influence of the new context introduced by the swapping operation as if it had been
there originally.

Discussion

The results of Experiment 4 clearly demonstrate that perception of tones depends to
a great extent on the surrounding tonal context. The subjects' response patterns in this
experiment indicate that listeners compensate for the influence of the tonal context by
shifting the perceived pitch values of the target tones away from the FO values of their
adjacent tones. The clearest demonstration of this is that in the cases where the FO contours
of the target tone have been flattened by the originally conflicting tonal context during
production, a newly introduced compatible context did, as predicted, shift the perceived
pitch contours of the target tones further away from its underlying form, resulting in
subjects' perceiving tones with the opposite dynamic directions from those of the
underlying tones.
These results further indicate that in Experiments 1 and 2, it must have been the
presence of the tonal information, not anything else in the context, that helped the subjects
to achieve their high accuracy of identification of the target tones.

General Discussion for Chapter 1
At the beginning of this chapter, it was hypothesized that the rising tone variation in
trisyllabic sequences is the result of tonal coardculation. Four predictions based on this
hypothesis were also made, as repeated here.
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1)

Not only does the rising tone undergo perturbation, but also the falling tone is

subject to perturbation under comparable conditions;

2)

Other things being equal, the magnitude of the contextual tonal perturbation is

positively related to speaking rate;

3)

Listeners will treat the contextual m a t i o n as coarticulation, and will hence

compensate for it with the help of the tonal context present with the target tone;
4)

Listeners' performance in identifying the perturbed tones will not be directly

proportional to differentmagnitude of the perturbation due to different phonetic contexts or
speaking rates.

Evidence from acoustic analyses
Prediction (1) states that both the rising and the falling tones are sensitive to
contextual variations. By comparing tonal variation of the rising and the falling tones
produced in either compatible or conflicting contexts, it was found that both tones in
Mandarin deviated more from their underlying forms when produced in a conflicting
context than in a compatible context More specifically, a conflicting context was found to
be able to distort a dynamic tone to the extent that the direction of its contour was

sometimes reversed. When the tonal context was conflicting, the rising tone was often
produced with a slightly f a h g contour and other times with neatly level contom, and the
falling tone was produced most of the time with a falling contour.wilh very small negative
slope, and sometimes with a slightly rising contour. In contrast,when the tonal context

was compatible, the rising tone had a clear rising contour and the falling tone had a clear
falling contour.
Althoughthe falling tone did not reverse its FO contour in conflicting context as
often as did the rising tone, the difference between the falling tones produced in compatible

and conflicting contexts was found to be greater than the same difference for the rising
tone. indicating that the falling tone had actually undergone more &viation from its

canonical form than the rising tone. It was probably only because the slope of the contour
in the canonical form of the falling tone was so steep that even the conflicting context was

not enough to reverse its contour direction in most of the cases.
Prediction (2) says that the amount of contextual tonal variations is positively
related to speaking rate. This prediction was also confirmed by the results of die acoustical

analysis. It was found that the effects of the two lands of contexts, Le., compatible and

conflictingones, were greater when the syllables carryingthe target tones were produced at
a faster speaking rate (with a carrier sentence) than at a slower rate (without carrier
sentence). As discussed earlier, both the coproduction model and the target-based model
can predict this oulcome. Funher considerationswill be needed in deciding which of those
two models or some other model can best account for this particular finding as well as

many other findings about coarticulation.
Evidence from perceptual experiments

Predictions (3) and (4) have to do with perception of contextual tone variations.
Prediction (4) states that listeners will compensate for contextual perturbation as
coarticulation with the help of the tonal context present with the target tone. The four
perceptual experiments described above demonstrate that the perception of a tone is heavily
dependent on its tonal context. Thanks to the phonetic modification through waveform
editing in Experiments 1 and 2, it was possible to examine purely phonetic perception of
fluently produced tones. When presented with their original tonal context in those two
experiments,most tones were correctly identified even when there was severe distortion of
tonal contours due to a conflicting context When the tones were stripped of their original
tonal context & Experiment 3, their identification fell below chance, and the tones
perceived were mainly those whose canonical forms &bled

the tonal contoursactually

produced. Since the target tones originally produced in conflicting context mostly had
'

flattened tonal contours, they were mostly perceived as the high tone whose canonical
contour is high and level. When the original context of a tone was altered in Experiment 4,
subjects compensated for the altered tonal context as if it had been there originally. Most
interestingly, when a tone originally produced in a conflicting context was presented in a
compatible context, instead of helping to identify the underlying tone, the wrong context
caused the flattened tone to be heard more often than not as a tone with the opposite
dynamic direction.

These results of the perceptual experiments agree with previous findings about
perception of coarticulated segmental phonemes. It has been shown that perception of one
phoneme depends on the adjacent phonemes (Cooper, et aL, 1952; Libeman. et aL, 1952;

Mann, 1980; Mann & Repp, 1980; Fowler, 1984; Fowler & Smith, 1986), indicating that
listeners take coaniculation between adjacent phonemes into consideration when perceiving
speech. In this study, listeners were found to parse tonal variation along coarticulatory
lines. referring to contextual tonal information when interpreting a given stretch of surface

tonal contour. As a result, variation in the surface contour is treated depending on the
particular tonal context that surrounds it. When the surrounding context provides correct
coarticulatory information in Experiments 1 and 2, the intended tones were mostly
correctly identified. When the tonal context is different from the original one in
Experiment 4, compensating for the newly introduced coarticulatory information resulted
in much variation depending on the particular new relation between the target tone and the

new tonal context.
Prediction (4) says that listeners' performance in identifying the perturbed tones
will not be directly proportional to the magnitude of the perturbation. The FO analyses
found that the amount of tonal perturbation varied depending both on the type of tonal
context and on speaking rate. In Perceptual Experiment 1, however, the difference in tone

identification between faster and slower speaking rates was found to be insignificant. The
perceptual difference between the compatible and conflictingcontexts in Experiments 1and
2, although significant, is far out of proportion to the acoustical difference found in the FO

analysis. As a contrast, the amount of perceptual difference between the two types of
contexts in Experiment 3, where the target tones were presented without the original
contexts, was much more comparable to the actual differencein FO. Therefore, prediction
(4) is largely continned.

The confinnation of predictions (1) through (4) naturally leads to support for the
coarticulation hypothesis: that the rising tone variation in trisyllabic sequence described by
Chao (1948, 1968) is coarticulatory in nature. Chao's rule states that a rising tone changes
into a high tonc when preceded by a high or rising tone and followed by any tone other

than the neutral tonc. Although described by Chao as only applicable to conversational
speech, this rule is generally taken by Chinese linguists as a phonological tone sandhi rule
similar to the low tone sandhi rule by which a low tone changes into a rising tone when
followed by another low tone. However, as mentioned earlier, the low tone sandhi has
been shown to change a low tone into a tone that is perceptually indistinguishablefrom the
rising tone (Wang & Li, 1967). Perceptual Experiments 1 and 2 showed that most of the
rising tones produced with flattened FO contours in conflicting context were still perceived

as rising tone. This indicates that the intended tones as recovered by the listeners were still
the underlying tones. In other words, as heard by the listeners, the speaker did not produce
a tone that is different from the underlying one despite the distorted surface value due to

conflicting context.
Other evidence

Other support for the coarticulation hypothesis comes from a recent study by Shih
and Sproat (1992), who argue that the rising tone variation described by Chao is the result
of phonetic implementation. On the one hand, they find that, when preceded and followed

by the high tone (a condition also included in Chao's rule but not examined in the present
study), the rising tone still has different FO contours from the high tone. On the other
hand, because of their examination of the rising tone variation in both trisyllabic and
quadrasyllabic sequences, they were able to observe that the amount of pitch drop to the
low target of a rising tone "varies with the prosodic strength of the syllable. As a result, the

FO contour of an extremely weak rising tone in high tone context approaches the shape of a
high level tone (p. 193)."

The relationship between the rising tone variation and stress found by Shih and
. .-

Sproat is comparable to the relationship between the rising tone variation and speaking rate .
found in this study. Both show that the contextual variation described by Chao is gradient.
rather than categorical. So, the results of both Shih and Sproat (1992) and of the present
study demonstrate that the contextual rising tone variation is due to coardculation rather
than 9 phonological process that changes the tone category from one to another.

Further Discussion
Anticipatory vs. carryover effects
It is of special interest to notice that in Chao's rule (see page IS), the ending pitch
of the tone preceding the rising tone must be high, whereas the following tone may have
any starting pitch. What this implies is that if the variation is due to tonal coarticulation,

there must be more carryover than anticipatory coarticulation. In Shih and Sproat (1992),
when both the preceding and the following pitch is high, the mean FO height of the rising
tone in the middle approaches that of the following high tone in conversational speech. In
the present study, the rising tone preceded by a high pitch and followed by a low or mid
pitch had only slightly negative slope. In addition, its mean FO is raised by the preceding
high ending pitch, but not lowered by the following low starting pitch.

These findings seem to disagree with the conclusion by Shen (1990) that there is a
general symmetry in Mandarin tonal coarticulation. Two of the possible sources of the
disagreement are differences in the reading lists and in the instructions to the speakers. In
Shen's study, nonsense strings of syllables were used as reading list, whereas in the
present study as well as in Shih and Sproat (1992), real words and phrases were used.
Also in Shen7s study, speakers were instructed to stress the three syllables in each
utterance evenly, whereas in the present study speakers were instructed to produce the
utterances as naturally as possible. Shih and Sproat examined different styles of speech,
and the greatest perturbation was found in the conversational style. Other sources of
disagreement will be further discussed in Chapter 2.
Perceptual limit of coarticulation

In the perceptual Experiments 1 and 2, although nearly all the target tones had fairly

high identifiability, significant differences were found between the same tone in a
compatible context and in a conflicting context, with tones in the compatible context being
identified better than those in the conflicting context. This finding was possible because
efforts were made in this study to examine perception of phonetic units with different
amounts of coarticulatory variation. Another study that examined perception of different
amounts of coarticulation is Wright and Kerswill(1989). In that study, they looked at the
perceptual effect of different degrees of velar assimilation of the English Id followed by a
velar stop. Their data indicate that even with the original context, tokens of Id produced
with less alveolar contact (determined palatographically) were identified as alveolar at a
lower percentage than tokens with more alveolar contact. That result is similar to the
findings of this study in that both show that an underlying phonetic unit is not always fully
recoverable when the surface form deviates too much from the canonical form due to
coarticulation. -

It is not yet quite clear either from the results of the present study or from those of
Wright and Kerswill (1989), however, whether the less than perfect recovery of an
underlying form is due to the listener's incomplete recovery of the speaker's intention or
rather due to the speaker's somewhat ambiguous production of the intended form. In other
words, either the speaker has intended to fully realize an underlying form by means of
coarticulation, and it is the listener who sometimes fails to fully recover the coarticulated
underlying form; or it is the speaker who has reduced his effort in trying to fully realize the
underlying form in fluent speech, especially when the phonetic context for that particular
underlying form is conflicting, and the listener's seemingly imperfect recovery is actually a
full recovery of a form that has been intended to be less clear for some reason, because
listeners actually perceive what talkers do (Fowler, 1987). In either case, the limit of
purely phonetic perception needs to be recognized. It seems that listener's ability to
perceive fluent speech (even as casual as the particular utterance of the word advertisement
cited by Stevens (Catford, Jusczyk, Klatt, Liberman, Remez, & Stevens, 1991), cannot be
explained fully in terms of bottom-up processes of recovering either the phonetic segments
or the articulatory gestures.

Chapter 2 - Asymmetry in Contextual Tonal
Variation
Background
Chapter 1found that the contextual tonal variation in the tone of the second syllable
in a trisyllabic Mandarin word or phrase was mostly coardculatory. More specifically, the
tonal variation was such that the FO values of that syllable approximated those of the
neighboring tones. In other words, the tonal variation found there was largely
assimilatory.
It was also found in Chapter 1, however, that the tone of the second syllable
assimilated more to the preceding tone than to the following tone. In the case of the rising
tone, it is even hard to say if there was any assimilation to the onset pitch of the following
tone at all (cf. Figure 1.3).

Also as discussed in Chapter 1, Chao's (1948,1968) rising tone sandhi rule (that a
rising tone becomes a high tone when preceded by a high or rising tone and followed by
any other stressed tones) seems to indicate that the rising tone is influenced more by the
preceding tone than by the following tone, because the rule specifies that the preceding
tone must be either the high or the rising tone, both of which have high ending pitch, but
the following tone can be any of the four lexical tones. The acoustic aspect of Chao's rule
was largely supported by Chapter 1 of this study as well as by Shih and Sproat (1992).
Both studies found the rising tone to have a near flat FO contour in a trisyllabic sequence
when produced in highly fluent speech. However, the rising tone in the present study was
followed by a low starting pitch, whereas in Shin and Sproat (1992) it was followed by a
high starting pitch. Therefore, the following tone seems to have played only a minor role

as far as the assimilation is concerned.

Those findings seem to be consistent with the patterns of contextual tonal variation
in Vietnamese described by Han and Kim (1974), who examined tonal variation in
disyllabic Vietnamese words and concluded that tonal variation was greater in the second
syllable than in the first syllable.
An extensive study of tonal coarticulation in Mandarin by Shen (1990), however,

did not find the same asymmetry. After examining both anticipatory and carryover
coarticulation in trisyllabic sequences in Mandarin, she concluded that "Mandarin tones arc
affected by both carryover and anticipatory coarticulations, and the bidirectional effects arc

symmetric (p. 293)."
To make the picture more complicated, there has been evidence that the contextual
effect on tones may not always be assimilatory. Shin (1986, p. 10, question mark in the
original), for example, noticed:
A tone 4 is higher (310-238) when tone 3 follows. The final H of tone 2 is also
higher (281) in the same environment It seems that a (prosodically strong?) tone 3
raises a H target in the preceding tone. The value of the final H of tone 1 is quite
high, but not higher than that in other contexts. It is not clear whether it is under the
influence of a following tone 3.

Gandour (1992b, p. 121) also observes that in Thai,
The FO contour of the preceding falling tone is generally higher and steeper when
occurring before the low and rising tones, both of which have a low FO onset. But
when occurring before the falling tone, which has a high FO onset, it is lower and
shallower. ... Instead of a lowering effect, the low and rising tones induced a
raising of FO in the preceding falling tone.
Even Shen (1990), who concluded that contextual tonal effect in Mandarin is symmetrical,
also noticed that 'Tones 1and 2 have the highest overall tonal values when preceding the
two mid-onset tones, that is, Tones 2 and 3 (p. 285).7'
In a study of Beijing Mandarin stage speech, Kratochvil(1984) observes that in
sequences of rising tone + falling tone and falling tone + falling tone, the FO range of the

first syllable becomes narrower than the average FO range of the particular tone group it
belongsto, whereas in all the other cases, the FO range of the first syllable becomes wider
than the average FO range of their respective tone groups. In other words, a falling tone,
which has a high starting pitch, reduces the FO range of the preceding rising or falling
tone.
It thus seems likely that contextual tonal variation is more complicated than one
would think. It probably involves both assimilation and dissimilation. In this chapter,
acoustic analyses of disyllabic tonal sequences in Mandarin are conducted, and both
anticipatory and carryover tonal variations are examined.
Another question that concerns this chapter has to do with the scope of tonal
coarticulation. While segmental coarticulation has been known to extend over several
segments, tonal coarticulation has never been clearly shown to extend beyond the adjacent
syllables. In fact, it has been claimed that tonal coarticulation is strictly limited to the
immediately adjacent tones in Mandarin (M.Lin & Yan, 1991; Shen, 1990). In both
studies, however, the contextual effects on all the three (Shen, 1990) or four (M. Lin &
Yan, 1991)syllables in the target sequences were treated collectively rather than separately
in their analyses. It is possible that this method might have obscured the picture. To further
explore the possibility of cross-syllabic tonal influence, tones in different prosodic
positions are examined separately to assess their variation due to cross-syllabic tonal
influences.

FO Measurement
Material

Two main reading lists were used for production of the Mandarin tones. List A
consists of the syllable/ma/ with the four Mandarin lexical tones:

List A
Pinyin:

ma

m&

ma

m&

Character.

&

Ã‡

ZJ

3

'mother*

'hemp'

'horse'

'scold'

Gloss:

List B consists of sixteen disyllabic sequences of /mama/ that make up all the
possible bitonal combinations of the four lexical tones of Mandarin. Among the sequences
in List B, only %

^, 'mo.ther7, is a word in Mandarin. The others are either totally

nonsense combinations, or sequences that, though could be considered grammatical
phrases, are unnatural combinations in Mandarin. Unlike the real words used in Chapter 1,
the disyllabic sequences used here would probably not induce maximal coarticulation, but
they do provide systematic comparisons among different tonal combinations.

The initial nasal consonant /m/was used to insure an unbroken FO contour
throughout each syllable. At the same time, nasal-vowel boundaries are relatively easy to
determine in the wave form, since there is abrupt change of wave form shapes as well as
amplitude levels at the boundary.

The monosyllables were to be produced in isolation, and the /mama/ sequences
were to be produced in different carrier sentences as well as in isolation. The four carrier
sentences are as follows:

n^

Carder 1:

'I ~h

__ to communicate.'

WO jia6 __ liafiluft.
carrier 2:

83%

%a

'I teach __ to practice.'

WO jia0 __ liaitod.
carriers:

OT

m^

'I tell __ to communicate.'

WO jiad __ liafduft.
Carrier4

OT

^

'I tell __ to practice.'

WO jiad __ l
i
d
.
Notice that these carriers were designed in such a way that their phonetic as well as
syntactic structures are very similar, except for their tones. There were two different pretarget syllables, /jia6/ and Ijiabl, thus the tone before the target unit has either a high ending
pitch or a low ending pitch. Likewise, the tones on the two post-target syllables start either
at a low pitch, as in / l i d , or at a high pitch, as in / l i d and the rest of the syllable
'mother*, which
structures in the two syllables are the same. Except for the word ?8g,
makes perfect sense in all the four carrier sentences, none of the disyllabic combinations
makes much sense in the carrier sentences.
Recording

Four native speakers of Mandarin, all of them male, produced those sentences.

Three of the speakers were born and raised in Beijing, and so were native speakers of
Beijing Mandarin. The fourth speaker (myself) was a native speaker of Standard Chinese,
the official dialect that has the same phonetic system as Beijing Mandarin.

The /mama/ sequences were printed in Chinese in two different orders: a) the same
order as in the list shown above; b) the reverse order. The carrier sentences were printed in

Chinese on each of the two reading sheets below those /mama/ sequences.
A pre-recorded pacing tape was used to control the speaking rate of the speakers.

On the tape were groups of six beeps with intervals of three seconds. The beginning of
each group was signaled by a double beep, and the end of each group by an extra long
beep.
The speakers first produced the monosyllable /ma/ with the four lexical tones in
isolation. They then produced all the 16 /mama/ sequences without any carrier. Finally,
they produced all the /mama/ sequencesin each of the four carrier sentences. The speakers
repeated each item six times, each repetition following a beep played from the pacing tape.
The speakers were asked to make all their productions as natural as possible. As a result,
they produced both syllables in each /mama/ sequence with roughly the same stress.
However, for the word m&M, 'mother', they had to be told to say it with the same even
stress pattern as the other sequences instead of the usual trochee stress pattern for the word
for "mother." It turned out that they had no difficulty in following this instruction.

FO extraction
The utterances were digitized with the Haskins PCM system (Whalen, et al., 1990)
at a sampling rate of 20 KHz. FO extraction was carried out manually. The wave form of

an utterance was displayed on the computer screen, and was stretched so that each glottal
cycle is shown clearly. The onset of each glottal cycle in the wave form of a /mama/
sequence (no measurements were obtained for the carrier sentences) was marked with a
label. The distances between adjacent labels were recorded in a file. Those files were
processed by a separate computer program written for the purpose. The program
transforms the intervals between successive labels into FO values; and the FO curves

obtained were smoothed using a simple window function incorporated in the program that
eliminated any bumps or sharp edges in the FO contour greater than 2 HzEach FO curve was then time-normalized, with the same program, within each of
the four segments in the /mama/ sequence, namely, the first nasal, the first vowel, the
second nasal, and the second vowel. Ten FO frames were obtained for each of the two
nasal segments; and 20 FO frames were obtained for each of the two vocalic segments.
Figure 2.1 shows the FO contour for the syllable /ma/ in four different tones
averaged over all the tokens produced by the four speakers. In this figure and in all the
subsequent figures of FO tracing, the ordinate is FO value in Hertz and the abscissa is
frame numbers. The distances between frames arc in normalized time. A nasal segment in a
syllable consists of 10 frames, and a vocalic segment consists of 20 frames.

high
rising
low
falling

Frames

Figure 2.1. Mean FO contours of four Mandarin tones in the syllable /ma/ produced in isolation.

From Figure 2.1, it can be seen that the high tone and the falling tone start with a
higher FO value than the rising tone and the low tone. It is interesting to notice that during
the initial nasal segment, although each of the four tones has a different starting value, all
of them, especially the extreme ones, are pointing back to some central value in the FO
range. This is probably one form of coardculation, namely, the coardculation between the
rest position and the first pitch target in a tone. It is also interesting to notice that the
contours do not reach their maximum or minimum values until some time after the
beginning of the vocalic segment, and, it seems that the higher the starting pitch of a tone,
the earlier the first FO extreme is reached. For the falling tone, the first extreme is reached
after about a fifth of the duration of the vocalic segment. The rising tone reaches its f i r t
extreme after the first quarter of the vocalic segment. For the low tone, the extreme is not
reached until the middle of the vocalic segment. Presumably, this probably indicates that a
lower pitch register is more difficult to reach than a higher pitch register.

Carryover Effects
Isolated disyllabic sequences

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 shows variations of FO contours in the tones of the second
syllable due to the influence of the preceding tones in the /mama/ sequences produced in
isolation. Each panel in those figures plots the same tone in the second syllable being
preceded by four different tones. To bring out the effects more clearly, when the tone of
the firs syllable has a high ending value, the curve is drawn with a thin line; when it has a
low ending value, the curve is drawn with a thick line.
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Rgme 2.2. Mandarin high (a) and M m g (b) tones under carryover tonal influence in the /mama/
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Figure 2.3. Mandarin low (a) and falling (b) tones under carryover tonal influence in the /mama/
sequences produced in isolation.

In Figures 2.2 and 2.3, the carryover effect can be clearly seen. The effect is
apparently assimilatory. The starting FO value of the second syllable is higher when the
preceding tone has a high ending pitch (high or rising tone), but lower when the preceding
tone has a low ending pitch (low or falling tone). This difference is rather large during the
initial nasal consonant of the second syllable, and the difference persists for about a quarter
of the vocalic segment of the second syllable in most of the cases. The only exception is
when a low tone is preceded by another low tone. Because of the phonological sandhi
discussed in Chapter 1, the first low tone assumes a FO contour that resembles that of a
rising tone.
The rising tone seems to have a little more raising power than the high tone in all
the cases. Although consistent with Shen's (1990) observation that the overall FO value of
a tone is higher when following the rising tone than following the high tone, this
phenomenon somehow disappears when the /mama/ sequences are produced in the carrier
sentences, as will be shown later.

It might also be noticed that tones after a low tone do not always have the lowest
maximum FO. The high tone following a low tone has almost the same maximum FO as the
high tone following another high tone. The rising tone following a low tone even has the
highest maximum FO among the four tones. However, for some reason, this phenomenon
was not seen again for the /mama/ sequences produced with carrier sentences.
Statistical analysis for isolated disyllabic sequences

For each of the four segments, namely, the fist and second nasal segments, and
the f i s t and second vocalic segments, four FO measurements were taken for further
analysis: (1) MaxfD -maximum FO; (2) MeanfO -mean of all the FO measurements in a
segment; (3) MinfO -minimum FO in a segment; and (4) DiffO -difference between the

maximum and minimum FO in a segment.
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To test the statistical significance of thecarryover effects, separate ANOVAs were
conducted with the above four FO measurements as dependent variables. The independent
variables are, (1) Tone -the four Mandarin tones: high, rising, low, and falling; and (2)
Pre-pitch - the ending pitch of the first syllable: H (high) for the high and the rising
tozes, and L (low) for ths low and the falling tones. Specifically,

what is being tested here

is whether the FO value of the second syllable is raised by a high ending pitch but lowered
by a low ending pitch of the first syllable.

Table 2.1. ANOVA Results for carryover effects on FO of the second nasal and second vocalic
segments in the /mama/ sequences produced in isolation.

:fO
P

Effect
330.76

Pre-pitch x Tone
I

Vocalic

8.45

Meanf 0
F

P

.0001 443.06

.0001

.0609

2.33

-0995

-0005

1.77

-1792

-0178

3.13

.0896

-0004

36.57

.0001

-0444

.047

-9860

1

Total df = 24

Because of the special behavior of the low tone before another low tone due to
phonological sandhi, the sequence of low-low is not included in the analyses described
below and in later sections. To offset the imbalance created by the exclusion of the lowlow sequence, the sequences high-low and rising-low are merged by taking the mean of
the two for each of the FO measurements.
Table 2.1 shows the ANOVA results for the nasal and vocalic segments. In this
and all the subsequent tables of ANOVA results, effects significant

at the 0.05 level are

printed in bold face, and effects significant at the 0.01 level are printed both in bold face
and in italic.

In Table 2.1, for the nasal segment, the effect of Pre-pitch is significant for all the
FO measurements except DiffO. All the significant effects arc assimilatory, i-e., a H Prepitch raises the FO measurement, and a L Pre-pitch lowers the FO measurement For the
vocalic segment, however, only the effect on the MaxfO is significant The effect of Tone
is significant in most of the cases, which is not surprising since it is already well known
that the four Mandarin tones have distinct pitch contours.

Interaction: Pre-pitch Tone

falling

I

I

high

low

I

rising

Tone
Figure 2.4. Interaction between Pre-pitch and Tone on MaxfO for the second nasal segment in the /mama/
sequences. Here and in all the subsequent figures for carryover effects, the hyphen in the
legend text indicates mntexc e.g., â€˜Hmeans that the tone under examhation is pmxded by
a high pitch.

The interaction between Pre-pitch and Tone is significant on MaxfO and DiffO for
the nasal segment Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the interaction plot for the three cases. For
MaxfO (Figure 2.4), the interaction is apparently due to greater difference between the H
and L Contexts for the low and rising tones than for the other two tones. And this greater

difference is mainly because for the low and rising tones (cf. Figures 2.2 (b) and 2.3 (a)),
the MaxfO is taken from the beginning of the nasal segment, where the influence from the
preceding tone is the greatest, whereas for the other two tones, the MaxfO is taken from the
end of the nasal segment, where the influence from the previous tone has already been
reduced. For DiffO (Figure 2.5), the interaction seems to be due to the reversed relation
between Fk-pitch and Tone. For the high and falling tones, when the Pre-pitch is H, the

DiffD is smaller than when the Pre-pitch is L;for the rising and the low tones, the relation

is just the reverse. This is easy to comprehend because in the former case, the high and the
falling tones both have high starting pitch, so that when preceded by a tone with high
ending value, there should not be much movement at the junction of the two tones. When
those two tones are preceded by tones with lower ending pitch, it is necessary to glide
from low to high, thus resulting in much FQ movement. For the cases of the rising and low
tones, an analogous explanation applies. When there is discrepancy between the pitch
values at the juncture of two tones, FO movement would result.

Interaction: Pre-pitch Tone

Diff0

Figure 2.5. Interaction between Pre-pitch and Tone on DiffO for the second nasal segment in the
/mama/ sequences.

For the vocalic segment, there is si-cant

interaction between Tone and Pre-pitch

on MaxfO and DiffO. The interaction on MaxfO (Figure 2.6) is due to the greater carryover
effect on the beginning of the vocalic segment for the low tone, where the MaxfO is taken,
than for other tones whose MaxfO is taken later in the vocalic segment. The interaction on

DiffD (Figure 2.7) is mainly due to the difference in DiffO between the low and the rising
tones. As shown in Figures 2.2 (b) and 2.3 (a), the DiffO for the low tone reflects the
movement from the beginning of the vocalic segment to the lowest FO near the middle of
the vocalic segment. This movement is greater when the Pre-pitch is H than when it is L.
The DiffO
for the rising tone, on the other hand, reflects the movement from the lowest FO,
which is located between the first and the second quarters of the vocalic segment, to the
hiehest FO near the end of the vocalic segment. This movement, in contrast to that in the
low tone, is greater when the Pre-pitch is L than when it is H. In both cases, the
differences reflect the assimilatory influence of the preceding tones.
Disyllabic sequences produced in carrier sentences

Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show variations of FO contours in the tones of the second
syllable due to the influence of the preceding tones in the /mama/ sequences produced with
carrier sentences. The carryover effect in this context is even more apparent than in
isolation (Figures 2.2 and 2.3). Three observations can be easily made from those two
figures: 1)In the first syllable, different tones have distinct FO values till the very end of
the first syllable. 2) At the boundary between the two syllables, the starting FO value of a
given tone in the second syllable vary enormously depending on the identity of the tone in
the first syllable. 3) The difference due to preceding syllable decreases rather gradually
over time: It remains quite large at the onset of the vowel in the second syllable; the
differences can still be clearly seen even at the end of the second syllable for the high and
the rising tones; because of this gradual reduction of carryover effect, the entire FO contour

for the high tone appears to have a rising contour when the preceding tone is either the low
or the falling tone, both of which have a low ending pitch.

falling

high

low

rising

Tone
Figure 2.6. Interaction between Re-pitch and Tone on MaxfO for the second vocalic segment in
the /mama/sequences.
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Figure 2.7. Interaction between Pre-pitch and Tone on DiffO for the second vocalic segment in the
/mama/ sequences.

for the high tone appears to have a rising contour when the preceding tone is either the low
or the falling tone, both of which have a low ending pitch.
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Figure 2.6. Interaction between Pre-pitch and Tone on MaxfO for the second vocalic segment in
the /mama/
sequences.
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Figure 2.7. Interaction between Pie-pitch and Tone on DiffO for the second vocalic segment in the
/mama/ sequences.
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Figure 2.8. Mandarin high (a) and rising (b) tones under carryover tonal influence in /mama/
sequencesproducedwith the carrier sentences.
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Figure 2.9. Mandarin low (a) and falling (b) tones under carryover tonal influence in /mama/
sequencesproduced with the canier sentences.

Statistical analysis for disyllabic sequences produced in carrier sentences
Table 2.2 shows the ANOVA results for the nasal and vocalic segments in the

/mama/ sequences produced with the carrier sentences. The effect shown in the table is
Pre-pitch

- the ending pitch of the first syllable: H (high) for the high and the rising

tones, and L (low) for the low and the falling tones. Again, what is being tested here is
whether the FO value of the second syllable is raised by a high ending pitch but lowered by

a low ending pitch of the first syllable.

Table 2.2. ANOVA Results for carryover effects on the second nasal and vocalic segments.

Maxf 0

Vocalic

Meanf 0

MinfO

DiffO

M*

5.41

-0345

11.52

-0040

22.94

-0002

54.42

.OOOl

rising

7.02

-0182

30.00

.0001

38.75

.0001

28.93

.0001

bw

42.59

,0003

12.41

-0097

-06

.a102

43.19

-0003

falling

11.45

.0041

6.67

-0208

3.20

-0937

12.75

-0028

df: 15 for the high, rising, and falling tones; 7 for the low tone.

In Table 2.2, most of the effects arc highly significant For the nasal segment of the
second syllable, the carryover effect is not significant on the DiffO of the low and the
falling tones. The effect on the DifiO of the high tone is significant only at the 0.05 level.
For the vocalic segment of the second syllable, the MinfO of the low and the falling
tones are not affected by carryover effects. The carryover effects on MaxfO of the high and

the rising tones, and on M

d of the falling tone, though significant at the 0.05 level, do

not reach the 0.01 level.
Referring back to the comparison of the averaged curves shown in Figures 2.8 and
2.10, one can see clearly that the carryover effects are assimilatory, i-e., the higher the
ending value of the preceding tone, the higher the value of the following tone. In general,
although the basic contour of a tone is preserved in disyllabic sequences, both the onset FO
and the overall FO height of the tone is raised by a preceding tone that has a high ending
pitch, and lowered by a preceding tone that has a low ending pitch.

Cross-syllabic carryover effects
Figures 2.10-2.13 show the effect of the preceding pitch in the carrier sentence on
the tones of the /mama/ sequences as well as that of the ending pitch of the first syllable on
the tones of the second syllable in the /mama/ sequences. In those figures, the pitch height
of the last tone in the carrier sentence before a /mama/ sequence is represented by the
thickness of the plotting line: thin for high, and thick for low. The tone combination for the
/mama/ sequence is represented by the line pattern of the plotted curves.

Three carryover effects can be seen in Figures 2.10-2.13. (1) the ending pitch of
the carrier on the tone of the firs syllable in the /mama/ sequence; (2) the ending pitch of
the first syllable on the tone of the second syllable in the /mama/ sequence; (3) the ending
pitch of the carrier on the tone of the second syllable in the /mama/ sequence. Effects (1)
and (2) are on immediately adjacent tones, whereas effect (3) is on nonadjacent tones.
Effect (2) has been discussed in earlier sections.
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Carryover effects (1) and (2) are both consistent and extensive. The FO of a tone is
higher when following a high-ending context than a lower-ending context, and with only a
few exceptions (falling-xising, falling-low, falling-falling), the differences persist all the
way through the tone of the first syllable. Notice that the exceptions are found only in case
the tone being influenced is the falling tone. Also, as discussed in earlier sections for effect

(21, the carryover effect on the f a k g tone usually fades away toward the end of the tonal
contour.
Carryover effect (3), although not as consistent and extensive as effects (1) and

(Z), is apparent in many cases. The clearest case is for the high-high tone sequence, in
which the difference remains as large as 6 Hz even at the end of the second high tone. In
fact, the high tone, among the four tones, is the most transparent to the carryover effect by
the preceding tone, letting it affect its own onset and the overall FO height, as well as the
onset and the overall FO height of the next following tone. The rising tone is also rather
transparent to the carryover effect, although somewhat less in degree than the high tone,
letting it affect itself as well as the next following tone.
Because the carryover effect on the falling tone does not usually reach the end of
the tone, the falling tone seems to often block the carryover effect on the next following
tone. The low tone does not seem to be very transparent to the carryover effect either,
leaving only a very small effect, if any at all, to be carried over to the next following tone.

Statistical analysis for cross-syllabic carryover effect
Several three-factor ANOVAs were conducted to examine the immediate as well as
the cross-syllabic carryover effects. The independent variables are (1) Re-word Pitch the ending pitch of the syllable in the carrier sentence immediately preceding the /mama/
sequence (Hi or Lo); (2) Pre-pitch, the ending pitch of the first syllable in the /mama/

sequence (Hor L); (3) Tone of the second syllable in the /mama/sequence (high, rising,
low, or falling). The dependent variables arc M a d , MeanfO, MinfO, and DiffO.
Table 2.3 lists all the main effects and all the two-way interactions obtained in the
ANOVAs. None of the three-way interactions is significant,and so they are not listed here.

Table 23.ANOVA results for cross-syllabic carryovereffects

mf0
Se ment

Effect

P

Pro-word Pitch

-0138

4.79

-0332

.OOO 1

-721

.3997

.0012

5.33 -0026

-0015

.003

-9547

5846

4.85

-0045

.9429

3.36 -0255

-4868

5.67 -0209

Pre- itch
Tone
Pre-word Pitch

Nasal

Diff 0

100.76

1
1

14.10
10.68

1

F

P

Pre-word Pitch

Pre-word Pitch

Vocalic

1

Tone
Pre-word Pitch
Pre-word Pitch
x Tone

51-53

.0001

40.40

-0001

12.65

-0054

1.18

-2825

.2989

.74

-5348

.0001

9.76

-0025

18.23 .0001

39.56 .0001

Total df = 52

As in the data we have already seen, the effect of Pre-pitch is highly significant on
all the FO measurements for both the nasal and the vocalic segments, except on DiffO for

the nasal segment.
For the nasal segment, the effect of Pre-word Pitch is significant on all the FO
measurements, although the effects on MinfO and DiffO are significant only at the 0.05

level. For the vocalic segment, the effect of Pre-word Pitch is significant only for DiffO.
However, it is interesting to notice that the interaction between he-word Pitch and h e pitch is highly significant for both the nasal and the vocalic segments.
Figures 2.14 and 2.15 plot the interaction for the two segments. In the two figures,
the H Pre-pitch is represented by darker bars, while the L Pre-pitch is represented by
lighter bars; the Hi Pre-word Pitch is represented by filled bars, while the Lo Pre-word
Pitch is represented by striped bars. It is clear from those two figures that the difference in

FO measurement due to Pie-pitch is greater when the Pre-word Pitch is Hi than when it is
Lo. This indicates that the high and the rising tones in the first /ma/, both of which have
high ending pitch, arc more transparent to carryover effect of the preceding tone upon the
next following tone.
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Figure 2.14. Interaction of Pie-word Pitch and Pie-pitch on MaxfO, MeanfO, and MinfO for the
second nasal segmentin the /mama/ sequences.
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Figure 2.15. Interaction of Pre-word Pitch and Pre-pitch on MaxfO, MeanfO, and MinfO for the
second vocalic segment in the /mama/sequences.

Several other significant interactions are also of interest to us. The interaction
between Prc-pitch and Tone on DiffO (see Figure 2.16) is a reflection of the fact that when
the adjacent pitches of two syllables have very different values, i-e., in cases of
'conflicting context" as defined in Chapter 1, there must be a more rapid glide between the
two pitches, and the glide usually occurs during the initial sonorant consonant if there is
one. As a result, when a high or falling tone is preceded by a tone with a high-ending
pitch, the DiffO is smaller than when it is preceded by a tone with a low-ending pitch. For
the rising or the low tone, the reverse is the case. That is, when they are preceded by a tone
with high-ending pitch, the DiffO is larger than when they are followed by a tone with a
low-ending pitch.
The highly significant interaction between Pre-word Pitch and Tone on DiffO
(Figure 2.17) is due to a similar mechanism, which makes the glides even steeper in cases
of "conflicting context" than "compatible context"
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Figure 2.16. Interactions between Pre-pitch and Tone on DiffO for the second nasal segment in the
/mama/sequences.
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Figure 2.17. Interactions between Pre-word Pitch and Tone on DiffO for the second nasal segment
in the Anama/ sequences.

For the second vocalic segment, there is no interaction between Prc-word Pitch and
--

Tone on any of the FO measurements. However, the interaction between Pre-pitch and
Tone is highly significant

for MinfO and DiffO, and moderately significant for MaxfO. The

interaction on MaxfO, as seen in Figure 2.18, is mainly due to the fact that the MaxfO for
the low tone is taken from the beginning of the second vocalic segment, whereas for other
tones the MaxfO is taken much later when the carryover effect is reduced.
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The interaction between Pre-pitch and Tone for MinfO, as shown in Figure 2.19, is

a reflection of the fact that, while the carryover effect exerted by the previous syllable is
extensive for the MinfO of the high tone and the falling tone, the effect is minimal for the
low and falling tones.

I
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Figure 2.18. Interactions between Pre-pitch and Tone on MaxfO for the second vocalic segment in
the /mama/ sequences.
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Figure 2.19. Interactions between Pre-pitch and Tone on MinfO for the second vocalic segment in
the /mama/ sequences.

The highly significant interaction between Pre-pitch and Tone on DiffO for the
second vocalic segment (Figure 2.20) is also interesting. For the high and the rising tones,
the DiffO is greater when the Pre-pitch is low than when it is high. For the high tone, this
is so because when the Pre-pitch is low, the whole FO contour becomes rising rather than
high level; for the rising tone, the greater DiffO is due to the fact that when the Pre-pitch is
low, the minimum FO, which usually occurs in the first half of the vocalic segment, can be
lower than when the Pre-pitch is high, thus increasing the slope of the rising contour. On
the other hand, both the low tone and the falling tone have greater DifTO when the Re-pitch
is high than when it is low. In this case, the greater DiffO associated with high Re-pitch

value is due to higher starting FO both for the falling tone and for the low tone. What is
common to all the four tones is that the carryover effect influences the first half of a
following tone more than the last half of i t

interaction: Pre-pitch Tone
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Figure 220. Interactions between Pre-pitch and Tone on D i for the second vocalic segment in
the /mama/ sequences.

Summary of findings about carryover effect
To sum up the findings so far in this chapter, it is observed that there is a strong
carryover effect among Mandarin tones. The effect is assimilatory, that is, a tone with a
low ending pitch lowers the FO of the following tone, and a tone with a high ending pitch
raises the FO of the following tone. The high pitch region seems to be more susceptible to
the influence of the carryover effect, and the lowest pitch region seems to have strong
resistance to the effect. There is immediate as well as a cross-syllabic carryover effects.
However, the effects do fade away gradually over time: during the initial nasal consonant,
there are rapid FO movements, which are larger when the adjacent pitches of two
neighboring tones have opposing values than when they have similar values; the FO
differences due to carryover effects remain quite sizable during the vowel, though with
reduced magnitude; in certain cases, the effect is still clearly visible even at the end of the
second syllable, indicating that even the third syllable in a row may be affected. Since the
low pitch region is not much affected by the carryover effects, tones having a rather low
pitch value, especially those with a low final pitch (the low and falling tones), apparently
block the carryover effect and prevent it from being carried over to the next following
syllable. The nature of this blocking seems be similar to the coarticulatory resistance
reported by Recasens (1984,1985).
Because of their assimilatory nature, and because they are unlikely to be heard as
change of tonal categories, the carryover effects found here meet the criterion discussed in
the Introduction of this thesis, and thus should be considered instances of coarticulation.
Carryover tonal coarticulation has been found in several studies (Chuang, et al., 1971; Han
& Kim, 1974; M. Lin & Yan, 1991; Shen, 1990; Shih, 1986; Wu, 1984), however,
because of the initial nasal consonants in the syllables being examined here, the effects are
much clearer than have been seen before. More interestingly, cross-syllabic coarticulation
has been clearly observed for tones. This kind of cross-syllabic coarticulation is

comparable to the vowel-to-vowel coarticulation reported by Magen (1989) and Whalen
(1990), because in both cases, the coarticulatory effects extend across a whole syllable.
Together, they pose serious difficulties for various existing models of coarticulation. For
the feature-spreading models (Benguerel& Cowan, 1974; Henke, 1966; Keating, 1985,
1988; Moll & Daniloff, 19711, the apparent gradual reduction over time of the carryover
effect does not seem to result from spreading of the distinctive features. For the various
overlapping models (Fowler, 1977,1980; Browman & Goldstein, 1985, 1986; Liberrnan
et al., 1967; Liberman & Mattingly, 1985), a tonal contour could be defined either as a
constellation of several gestures, or as a single dynamic gesture. In either case, however, it
is difficult to conceive the functions of tonal gestures each having the duration of several

syllables. The long distance coarticulation cannot be simply attributed to articulatory inertia
either. After all, the distance covered by the initial movement toward the starting pitch
target in a tone is much greater than the remaining difference-at the end of the FO contours
caused by different preceding tones. Inertia should have been well overcome by then,
given the momentum displayed in the beginning portion of the syllable.

Anticipatory Effects
Isolated disyllabic sequences
Figures 2.21 and 2.22 shows the FO variations of the tone of the firt syllable due
to the influence of the second syllable in the /mama/ sequences produced in isolation.
When the second /ma/ has a high starting FO value, the curve is drawn with a solid line;
when the second /ma/has a low starting FO value, the curve is drawn with a dashed line.
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Figure 2.21. Mandarin high (a) and rising (b) tones under anticipatory tonal influence in /mama/
sequences produced in isolation.
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Figure 2.22. Mandarin low (a) and falling (b) tones under anticipatory tonal influence in /mama/
sequences produced in isolation.

Surprisingly, instead of tonal assimilation, in most of the cases, a dissimilatory
effect can be seen. That is, when the first syllable is followed by a tone with low starting
pitch, its FO contour is somewhat higher than when it is followed by a tone with high
starting pitch. When the first syllable has a high tone, the maximum FO is highest when the
second syllable has a low tone, and the second highest when the second syllable has a
rising tone. The maximum FO is lowest before a high tone, and second lowest before a
falling tone. When the k s t syllable has a rising tone, its maximum FO ranges from the
highest to the lowest when followed by the low, the rising, the high, and the falling tones
respectively. The highest FO values in the vocalic segment occur at the end of the segment.
However, it is interesting to observe that when followed by the low tone, the FO remains
on a plateau across the end of the first vocalic segment, and extends as far as about a third
of the way into the second nasal segment. When the first syllable has a falling tone, its FO

peak is in the first quarter of the first vocalic segment. When it is followed by a rising or a
low tone, the peak FO value is about the same, and both of them are higher than when the
second syllable has the high or the falling tone, in which cases the peak FO values are
almost identical. When the first syllable has a low tone, however, the FO contour of the
first syllable does not seem to be affected by the following tone, except by the low tone
due to the phonological sandhi that changes the first low tone into a rising tone.

Statistical analysis for isolated disyllabic sequences
The dependent and independent variables used in the statistical analyses are the
same as those used in examining the carryover effect. Table 2.4 shows the ANOVA results
for the nasal and vocalic segments.
For the nasal segment, the effect of Post-pitch is significant

only on MaxfO. The

effect of Tone is highly significant for all the FO measurements except DiffO. The
interaction between Post-pitch and Tone is significant on two of the FO measurements,

MaxfO and MeanfO, as shown in Figures 2.23 and 2.24. It can be seen in those figures that
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the interaction is due to greater influence of the context on the high tone and the falling tone
than on the other two tones. It can also be seen that for the high and the falling tones, the

mean MaxfO and Me&

arc higher when the following tone has a low starting pitch.

Table 2.4. ANOVA Results for anticipatory effects on FO of the first nasal and first vocalic
segments in /mama/ sequences produced in isolation.

Maxf 0

Meanf 0

MinfO

DiffO

Total df = 24

Interaction: Post-pitch Tone

Tone

Figure 2.23. Interactions between Post-pitch and Tone on MaxfO for the first nasal segment in the
/mama/ sequences. Here and in all the subsequent figures for anticipatory effects, the
hyphen in the legend text indicates context, e.g., 'H-' means that the tone under
examination is preceded by a high pitch.

Interaction: Post-pitch Tone

falling

high

low

rising

Tone
Figure 224. Interactions between Post-pitch and Tone on M e . for the first nasal segment in
the /mama/ sequences.

For the vocalic segment, the effect of Post-pitch is highly significant on all the FO
measurements except MinfO. The effect of Tone is highly significant for all the FO
measurements, which is not surprising. The interaction between Post-pitch and Tone is
significant on all the FO measurements. Figures 2.25-2.28 plots all the interactions
between Tone and Post-pitch. It can be seen in Figures 2.25 and 2.26 that except for the
low tone, the mean value for MaxfO and M e d are higher when the Post-pitch is low than
when it is high. For MinfO (Figure 2-27), the Post-pitch does not make much difference.
For DiffO (Figure 2-28), the effect of Post-pitch is greatest for the two more dynamic
tones, namely, the falling tone and the rising tone.
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Interaction: Post-pitch Tone
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Tone
Figure 2.25. Interactions between Post-pitch and Tone on MaxfO for the firs vocalic segment in
the /mama/ sequences.

Interaction: Post-pitch Tone

falling

high

low

rising

Tone

Figure 2.26. Interactions between Post-pitch and Tone on M e a d for the first vocalic segment in
the /mama/ sequences.

Interaction: Post-pitch Tone
130
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Post-pitch

120
115

MinfO

0
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falling

high

low
rising
Tone
Figure 2.27. Interactions between Post-pitch and Tone on MinfO for the first vocalic segment in
the /mama/ sequences.
Interaction: Post-pitch Tone

tow
rising
Tone
Figure 2.28. Interactions between Post-pitch and Tone on DifiO for the firs vocalic segment in
the /mama! sequences.
falling

high

Disyllabic sequences produced in carrier sentences
Figures 2.29 and 2.30 shows the FO variations of the tone of the first syllable due
to the influence of the second syllable in the /mama/ sequences produced in carrier
sentences. When the following tone has a high starting FO value, the curve is drawn with a
solid line; when the following tone has a low starting FO value, the curve is drawn with a
dashed line.
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Figure 2.29. Mandarin high (a) and rising (b) tones under anticipatory tonal influence in /mama/
sequencesproducedin canier sentences.
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Figure 2.30. Mandarin low (a) and falling (b) tones under anticipatory tonal influence in /mama/
sequences produced in canier sentences.

As in isolation, instead of anticipatory assimilation as one would expect, what we

see here is anticipatory dissimilation. When the first syllable has the high tone, both dashed
lines are higher than the solid lines in the first vocalic segment (Frames 11-30),and the
differences remain throughout the entire vocalic segment When the first syllable has the
rising tone, the same trend can be seen, and the differences remain until almost half way
through the second nasal segment (Frames 11-35). When the first syllable has the falling
tone, a similar trend can be also seen. The differences are seen throughout the first vocalic
segment when followed by the low tone, and about half way through the first vocalic
segment when followed by the rising tone. For the low tone, however, no effect of the
following tone can be seen except for the apparent tone sandhi when the following tone is
also a low tone.
Statistical analysis for disyllabic sequences produced in carrier sentences

Table 2.5 shows the ANOVA results for the nasal and vocalic segments. The effect
shown in the table is Post-pitch -the starting pitch of the first syllable: H (high) for the
high and the falling tones, and L (low) for the rising and the low tones. What is being
tested here is whether the FO value of the first /ma/is raised by a L starting pitch but
lowered by a H starting pitch of the second /ma/.
As shown in Table 2.5, for the high tone, the anticipatory effect is significant on all

the FO measurements for both the nasal and the vocalic segment For the rising tone, the
anticipatory effect is significant for the vocalic segment on all the FO measurements, but for
the nasal segment, it is only marginally significant on MinfO. For the falling tone, the
anticipatory effect is significant on all the FO measurements for both nasal and vocalic
segments except on the MinfO of the vocalic segment There is no significant anticipatory
effect for the low tone on any of the FO measurements.

Table 2.5. ANOVA Results for anticipatory effects on the first nasal and vocalic segments.

MaxfO
Segment

Nasal

Vocalic

Tone

F

P

Meanf 0
F

P

MinfO
F

P

DiffO
F

P

high

40.25

.0001

52.46

-0001

15.15

.0014

8.20

.0119

rising

3.36

-0869

4.51

-0509

5.33

-0357

.67

-4260

low

4.10

-0827

4.95

.0614

5.10

-0584

.04

-8467

falling

20.38

-0004

14.08

.0019

7.78

-0137

17.10

-0009

high

33.77

-0001

51.44

-0001

40.44

-0001

6.56

.0217

rising

50.24

-0001

37.17

.0001

17.29

.0008

38.11

-0001

low

2.62

-1495

.60

-4649

-48

SO95

-13

-7318

falling

29.66

.0001

18.88

.0006

1.70

.2116

38.56

.0001

dfc 15for the high, rising, and fallingtones; 7 for the low tone.

The statistics demonstrate that the anticipatory dissimilation seen in Figures 2.29
and 2.30 is real: a tone that begins with a low pitch raises the Mad0 and Me&

of the

preceding tone, except for the low tone; a low beginning pitch of a tone also raises the
MinfO of the preceding high and rising tones. The FO range of a tone as represented by

DiffO, except for the low tone, is also widened by a low starting pitch of the following

tone.
Cross-syllabic anticipatory effects

Figures 2.3 1-2-34show FO variation of the tones in the /mama/sequences under
immediate as well as cross-syllabic anticipatory influences. In those figures, the pitch
height of the f i r t tone in the carrier sentence after a /mama/ sequence is represented by the
width of the plotting line: thin for high, and thick for low. The tone combination for the

/mama/ sequence is represented by the line pattern of the plotted curves.
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Figure 2.31. Mandarin high tone under immediate and cross-syllabic anticipatory tonal influence.
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Figure 2.32. Mandarin rising tone under immediate and cross-syllabic anticipatory tonal influence.
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From Figures 2.31-2.34, there does not seem to be a clear picture for the crosssyllabic anticipatory effect, or even a clear-cut picture of the immediate anticipatory effect
exerted by the carrier on the second syllable in the /mama/ sequence. The largest
anticipatory dissimilation is seen when the first syllable has a falling tone. Not only is the
effect clearly seen in the second /ma/ for all the four tones, except for the low tone, but also
the effect is extensive on the first /ma/. For each tone combination, the cross-syllabic effect
of anticipatory dissimilation by the carrier is clearly seen on top of the dissimilatory effect
exerted by the second syllable on the first syllable.
However, when the f i r t /ma/ has a high tone, the effect is small and inconsistent.
When the first /ma/ has a rising tone, the effect seems to be assimilatory rather than
dissimilatory; when the second /ma/ has a low tone, an anticipatory dissimilation can be
seen on that syllable, but not on the first /ma/.
Statistical analysis for cross-syllabic anticipatory effect

Several three-factor ANOVAs were conducted to examine the immediate as well as
the cross-syllabic anticipatory effects. The independent variables are (1) Post-word Pitch

-the starting pitch of the syllable in the carrier sentence immediately following the /mama/
sequence (Hi or Lo); (2) Post-pitch, the starting pitch of the second syllable in the /mama/
sequence (Hor L);(3) Tone of the fist syllable in the /mama/ sequence (high, rising, low,
or falling). The dependent variables are M M , M d , MinfO, and D B l
Table 2.6 lists all the main effects and all the two-way interactions obtained in the
ANOVAs except the interaction between Post-word Pitch and Post-pitch which is not

significant for any of the FO measurements. None of the three-way interactions are
siWcant,

and so are not listed here.

Table 2.6. ANOVA Results for cross-syllabicanticipatoryeffects.

Segment

Effect
Post-word Pitch

Nasal

Tone
Post-word Pitch x
Tone
Post-pitch x Tone
Post-word Pitch

Vocalic

Tone
Post-word Pitch x
Tone

Post-pitch x Tone
Total df = 52

Table 2.6 shows that the effect of Post-pitch is significant on all the FO
measurements for both the nasal and vocalic segments, indicating a strong anticipatory
effect on the tone of the first syllable, as was seen in the last section. Also as seen in the
last section, the anticipatory effect mostly influences the part of a tone that has a high pitch.
This is reflected in the si@cant

interaction between Post-pitch and Tone for all the FO

measurements in both the nasal and vocalic segments shown in Table 2.6.
Figures 2.35-2.42 provide more details for the interactions. As seen in Figures

2.29 and 2.30, for the nasal segment, the anticipatory effect is greater on the falling tone
and the high tone, both of which have a high pitch during the initial nasal segment, than the
rising tone and the low tone, both of which have low pitch during the initial nasal segment

Interaction: Post-pitch Tone

Post-Pitch

Tone
Figure 2.35. Interaction of Post-pitch and Tone for anticipatory effect on MaxfO for the first nasal
segment in the /mama/ sequences.

Interaction: Pre-pitch Tone

falling

high

low

rising

Tone
Figure 2.36. Interactionof Post-pitch and Tone for anticipatoryeffect on MeanfO for the first nasal
segment in the /mama/ sequences.
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Interaction: Post-pitch Tone

falling

high

low

rising

Tone
Figure 237. Interaction of Post-pitch and Tone for anticipatory effect on MinfO for the first nasal
segment in the /mama/sequences.

DlffO

Tone
Figure 2.38. Interaction of Post-pitch and Tone for anticipatory effect on D i for the first nasal
segment in the /mama/ sequences.

Post-Pitch
0 -H

-L
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Figure 2.39. Interaction of Post-pitch and Tone for anticipatory effect on M a t for the first
vocalic segment in the /mama/ sequences.
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Figure 2.40. Interaction of Post-pitch and Tone for anticipatory effect on Me&
vocalic segment in the /mama/ sequences.
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Figure 2.41. Interaction of Post-pitch and Tone for anticipatory effect on MinfO for the first
vocalic segment in the /mama/
sequences.

Interaction: Post-pitch Tone
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Figure 2.42. Interaction of Post-pitch and Tone for anticipatory effect on DiffO for the first vocalic
segment in the /mama/ sequences.

For the vocalic segment, the dissimilatory effect can be clearly seen on MaxfO and
Mean13 for the high, the rising and the falling tone, but not for the low tone. On the MinfO,

Post-pitch makes some difference for the high and the rising tone, but little for the falling
tone and the low tone, both of which have their lower extremes at the end of the vocalic
segment. Post-pitch makes much difference on DiffO for the falling tone and the rising
tone, but very small difference for the high tone, and almost no difference for the low tone.
For the cross-syllabic anticipatory effect. Table 2.6 shows that the main effect of
Post-word Pitch is not significant on any of the FO measurements. However, there is
significant interaction between Post-word Pitch and Tone on several FO measurements.
Figures 2.43 and 2.47 plot those significant interactions. In those figures, three patterns of
effect can be seen for different tones. For the falling tone, there is strong dissimilatory
effect; for the rising tone, there is moderate assimilatory effect; for the high and the low
tones, however, there is almost no effect. It seems that the case of cross-syllabic
anticipatory effect is not as clear-cut as that of the immediate anticipatory effect

Interaction: Post-word Pitch Tone

Post-word
Pitch
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Rgure 2.43. Interaction of Post-word Pitch and Tone for anticipatory effect on MaxfO for the first
nasal segment in the /mama/ sequences.
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Figure 2.44. Interaction of Post-word Pitch and Tone for anticipatory effect on MeanfO for the first
nasal segment in the /mama/ sequences.

Interaction: Post-word Pitch Tone

Post-word
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Tone
Figure 2.45. Interaction of Post-word Pitch and Tone for anticipatory effect on MinfO for the first
nasal segment in the /mama/ sequences.
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Figure 2.46. Interaction of Post-word Pitch and Tone for anticipatory effect on MaxfO for the first
vocalic segment in the /mama/sequences.
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Figure 2.47. Interaction of Post-word Pitch and Tone for anticipatory effect on MeanfO for the first
vocalic segment in the /mama/sequences.

Summary of findings about anticipatory effect
To sum up briefly the findings about anticipatory tonal variation, surprising as it
may seem, it is quite convincing that the immediate anticipatory effect within the /mama/
sequences is dissimilatory. More precisely, a tone that has a lower star1mg pitch tends to

raise the maximum as well as the overall FO of the preceding tone, except in cases where
the preceding tone is a low tone. For the cross-syllabic anticipatory effect, the case is not
yet clear. From the data examined in the previous section, it seems that the effect is not
very consistent: dissimilatory for the falling tone, assimilatory for the rising tone, and little
effect for the high and the low tones. Further study is needed to clear this up.

Evidence from Other Studies for Anticipatory Dissimilation
The most interesting finding in the present study of contextual tonal variations is
the anticipatory tonal dissimilation. This phenomenon has never been systematically
reported before. However, as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, there has been
some evidence in the data collected by several studies. One of them is by Shin (1986). She
measured the starting and ending FO of the four Mandarin lexical tones in disyllabic words.
The following table shows her measurements of the FO values of the first syllable when
followed by different tones.

Table 2.7. Starting and ending FO values of the Mandarin syllable Ifal in four tones when
followed by different tones as measured by Shin (1986).

I

fii

ffi

fU

ft

Isolation

266-266

211-253

214-1 54

287-159

Before high tone

258-270

219-245

213-176

299-218

Before rising tone

274-291

216-257

223-168

300-227

Before low tone

273-290

223-281

-

310-238

Before falling tone

268-286

216-243

225-178

300-227

Although her speaker's Mandarin is that of Taiwan, the FO values shown in this
table are surprisingly similar to those obtained in the present study.
Shen (1990, p. 285) also noticed that the high and the rising tones "have the
highest overall tonal values" when preceding the rising and the low tones.
In a recent study (Gandour, 1992b), anticipatory tonal dissimilation was found for

the falling tone in Thai. Although no systematic conclusion was reached concerning
anticipatory dissimiiation because the falling tone was the only tone checked for
anticipatory effect when followed by different tones, the trend is similar to what is seen in
the present study.
More interestingly, the raising of FO before a low tonal target seems to be not
unique to the East Asian tone languages. Recently, a similar phenomenon was found in
one of the African tone languages, Yoruba (Cornell& Ladd, 1990; Laniran, 1992). It
would be interesting to examine in further studies if those two phenomena found in East
Asian languages and in African languages are due tc s i i pxinciples.

Exploring the Nature of Anticipatory Dissimilation
Systematic tonal dissimilation has almost never been discussed as a phonetic
process. The literature provides us with only occasional discussion over some aspects of
the dissimilation process similar to those found in the present study. There are two existing
accounts for some of the aspects of the anticipatory dissimilation.
a)

Phonological deletion. This account is given by Shin (1986, p. lo), who

states,

when a H target follows, the rising slope of a tone 2 turns out to be the
interpolation from its M target to the H of the next syllable, rather than to its own
H.This phenomenon suggests that the final H of a tone 2 is deleted, or absorbed
by the next H target. Tone 2 seems to end lower in this context only because the
value at the syllable boundary does not represent the H target, but a point on the

rising slope. When the following target is L, the position of the final H is
unaffected and the pitch value at the end of the syllable reflects the H value.
This deletion account seems to take into consideration only the anticipatory
dissimilation in the rising tone. The anticipatory tonal dissimilation in Mandarin, however,
seems to apply to all the tones that have at least one high pitch target: high, rising and
falling tones. It would be hard to argue, from the data of the p m n t study or even from the
data in Shih (1986), that either of the two high targets in the high tone is deleted when
followed by the rising or the low tone. It is even harder to attribute the FO variation in the
falling tone to deletion of the high target when it is followed by a high or a falling tone.
Beside the apparent inadequacy in explaining dissimilation, the deletion account also has
the potential of being too powerful, because it is not restrained by any implicit
physiological or perceptual constraint.
b) Wide swing. This account is due to Gandour (1992b. p. 121), who states that
when a falling tone is followed by a low tonal target in Thai,

...the transition is from a tone that traverses the high region of the voice range to
tones that initially traverse the low region. This transition requires complex
adjustments of the vocal folds. Because of vocal fold dynamics, one may speculate
it is easier in some articulatory sense to move from an even higher FO to an
extremely low FO. This vocal fold adjustment is analogous to what happens when a
semi-trailer swings wide to make a sharp right or left turn. The extra wide turn
facilitates the movement from a street going in one direction to a street cutting off at
a !30 d e p angle. The anticipatory e f f w on the slope of the preceding falling tone
are believed to follow as a consequence of the adjustments in height From a given
height to a fixed FO onset, the slope must necessarily be steeper from a higher FO.
Back to the semi-trailer analogy, the angle of the turn varies as a direct consequence
of the wider swing around the comer.
This account compares transition between pitch registers to the turning of a semitrailer. Following this analogy, a low-to-high FO transition should be just the same as a
high-to-low transition, which means that, not only should a high pitch target be raised by a
following low pitch target, but also a low pitch target should be lowered by a following
high pitch target However, neither is the final FO in the Mandarin falling and low tones

affected by the starting pitch of the following tone (cf. Rgure 2-30), nor is the final FO of
the Thai falling tone lowered by the high initial FO of a following falling tone (Gandour,
1992b). The only support for the wide-swing account may be found in Figure 2.29 (b), in
which the minimum FO of the rising tone is seen lowered by the initial high target of the
following tone. In general, however, the wide-swing account cannot explain why the high
pitch range is affected more than the low pitch range by the following tone.
It was shown earlier that minimum FO of the low and the falling tones was affected
neither by the anticipatory effect nor by the carryover effect, suggesting that a low tonal
target is more resistant than a high tonal target to contextual influences. It seems that an
adequate account for anticipatory tonal dissimilation ought to be able to explain why
carryover assimilation as well as anticipatory dissimilation affect the high pitch range more
than the low pitch range. This taken into consideration, two alternative accounts are
suggested as follows.
c)

Limit of low pitch register. According to this account, it is more difficult to

reach a low tonal target than a high tonal target due to articulatory constraints. As an
alternative, the upper range in the preceding tone is extended. Supporting evidence for this
account is in the finding that a low final pitch in a tone (as in a low or falling tone) is not
affected by either the carryover or the anticipatory effect, as discussed earlier in this
chapter, indicating that the low pitch range is much less flexible than the high pitch range.
Physiological support for this assumption may be found in Erickson (1976). She observed
that while the production of a low pitch involves the activities of the strap muscles (mainly,
thyrohyoid, stemohyoid and stemothyroid), those muscles only contribute actively to
lowering FO when the pitch is to drop below a threshold level, usually near the midrange.

This indicates that to reach the lower pitch range, extra effort by the speaker may be
needed. Thus, the lower a pitch target, the more difficult it is to reach it. Since the low
target for the low tone is lower than that of the rising tone, greater effort is needed to
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expand the upper range of the previous tone, and hence greater raising effect is exerted by
the low tone than by the rising tone, as is evident in Figures 2.21,2.22,2.29, and 2.30.
A potential problem with this account is that the highest FO in the fallkg tone rises

only about as high as when it is produced in isolation. See Figure 2.48 for comparison of
the falling tone produced in isolation and when followed by the low tone. It may be the
case that it is not the low or rising tones that raise the FO value of the preceding tone, but

rather, the high starting pitch of the high or falling tones that lowers the FO value of the
preceding tone. Or it may be the case that both processes, i-e., the lowering effect by a
following high starting pitch and the raising effect by a following low starting pitch, are at
work simultaneously.
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Figure 2.48. Comparison of the falling tone produced in isolation (left) and when followed by
different tones (right).

d)

Counteraction of declination. Alternatively, the anticipatory dissimilation

serves to counteract declination, "the tendency of pitch to drift downwards over the course

of an intonation group," (Pierrehumbert, 1979, p. 363), which has been found in many
languages including Mandarin (Maeda, 1976; Carding, 1987; 't Hart & Cohen, 1973).
Because the normal declination is already going from high to low, to produce the tonal
differences, there is a need to make the tonal patterns distinct from the declination contour.
When the tonal pattern is HH or LH across the tonal boundary, it is already different from
the intonation. When the tonal pattern is HL or HM across the tonal boundary, however,
there is the potential of confusing the tonal pattern with the declination pattern. To reduce
this potential confusion, the difference between the H and L target is exaggerated.
However, due to the physical limit of the lower threshold, this exaggeration is
accomplished by fully implementing the H target rather than by lowering the L target An
indirect support for this hypothesis is the finding by Pierrehumbert (1979) that when two
stressed syllables arc heard as equal in pitch, the second is actually lower, indicating that
speakers normalize for declination in judging the relative height of peaks in the intonation
contour. Thus, in the case of tone perception, this normalization process has the potential
of reducing or even washing out the actual relative pitches in case the pitch sequence across
the tone boundary is HL or HM.
A problem with this account, however, is that according to the hypothesis, the

likelihood of tonal differences being confused with declination should be greater in the
sequence HM than in HL. Yet, in the FO analysis, it was found that the FO values were
higher before a low tone than before a rising tone, and the low tone has a lower FO value
than the rising tone when produced in isolation. A possible explanation might be found in
another finding by Pierrchumbert (1979, p. 363) that "a greater correction for declination
was ma& for wide pitch range stimuli than for narrow pitch range stimuli." Since the pitch
range in HL is greater than that in HM, the speaker expects greater correction by the
listener, hence, he would make greater effort in counteracting this expected correction.

Pending further investigation, the last two accounts seem equally plausible for the
time being, because both can accommodate most of the data. Everything considered,
account (c) is slightly more favored over account (d), because the latter has to presume
speaker's sensitivity to FO declination, which is yet to be proven.

A Note about the Implementation of Tone Sandhi Rule
As discussed at the beginning of this thesis, although the perceptual experiments by
Wang and Li (1967) have demonstrated that for listeners, the rising tone derived from a
low tone when followed by another low tone is perceptually equivalent to the real rising
tone produced in the same tonal context, the acoustical equivalence of the two has been
questioned by some studies (Shen, 1990; Zee, 1980a). It is noticed in those studies that the
derived rising tone is not exactly the same as the real rising tone in the same context. The
data in the present study seem to provide more solid evidence for the difference between

the real and the derived rising tones, as seen in the following statistical comparison on the
acoustic data.
Table 2.8 shows the mean values of different FO measurements on the original
rising tone and derived rising tone (Figures 2.9 (a) and 2.12 shown earlier can be referred

to for actual differences in FO contours). Each mean is an average over 80 tokens (5
repetitions x 4 carriers x 4 speakers). In Table 2.8, the mean value is greater for the
original rising tone than for the derived rising tone on MaxfO, and Mead0 in both the nasal
and the vocalic segments. On DiffD, the derived rising tone has the greater means than the
original rising tone in both segments.

Table 2.8. Mean values of different FO measurements on original and derived rismg tones.

Maxf 0

MeanfO

Segment Original Derived Original

MinfO

DiffO

Derived Original Derived Original

Derived

Nasal

118.88

117.20

115.16

111.94

111.89

107.32

6.99

9.88

Vocalic

123.00

114.61

111.91

101.44

106.14

94.46

16.31

21.53

A group of ANOVAs were conducted to compare the difference between the
derived and the original rising tones, and the results are shown in Table 2.9. The
independent variables are (1) Pre-word Pitch (Hi/ Lo) and (2) Original Tone of the first
/ma/ (rising / low). The dependent variables are the FO measurements, MaxfO, MeanfO,
MinfO, and DifTO. The inclusion of Pre-word Pitch as an independent variable is because it
was seen before that Pie-word Pitch has a strong effect on the tone of the f i s t syllable.
However, because there is no interaction between Pre-word Pitch and any of the FO
measurements, only the effect of Tone is listed in Table 2.9.

Table 2.9. ANOVA Results fa differences between the original and the derived rismg tone.

Maxf0
Segment

Nasal
Vocalic

F

MeanfO

P

F

P

MinfO
F

DiffO
P

F

P

.42

5291

2.10

-1695

6.20

.0260

3.63

-0774

11.43

-0045

36.81

.0001

25.30

.0002

1.93

-1864

Totaldf=14

As shown in Table 2.9, the difference between the original and the derived rising

tone is highly significant on MaxfD, MeanfO and MinfO in the vocalic segment, but the
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difference is ~ i ~ c aonly
n ton MinfD in the nasal segment. The difference on DiffO is not
significant in either of the two segments.

The results shown here may have interesting implications for our understanding of
speech production and perception. A recent study by Zsiga (1993) demonstrates very
convincingly that in English the /sf variant before a /j/ is articulatorially different from a
lexical /j/, although the former has been previously believed to be equivalent to the latter
after palatal assimilation. She finds that, in contrast to the constant palatal articulation for a
lexical /I/, a Is/ before /j/ is gradient during the course of its articulation, changing gradually
from very close to [s] to very close to [J]. It is not known yet whether the Is/ before /j/ is
perceptually equivalent to the lexical /j/in English because her study does not include
perceptual experiments. It could be the case that, similar to the so-called derived high tone
in Mandarin as shown in Chapter 1of this thesis, a /sf before /j/in English is not perceived

as a lexical 1\1. Whichever is eventually found to be the case, Zsiga's (1993) finding
nevertheless raises questions about our previous understanding of phonological rules.
What is intriguing about the case of tone sandhi is that there has already been a study
(Wang & Li, 1967) showing that the derived rising tone and the original rising tone are
perceptually equivalent With the present finding that the two are not exactly the same
acoustically, the apparent indication is that even in case of a true phonological change, the
representation of the identity of the underlying form is maintained to some extent even at
surface phonetic output It has been suggested that no nost-lexical phonological rules are
categorical (Libeman & Pierrehumbert, 1984).The current finding about the phonetic
implementation of the low-tone sandhi rule,provides further support for that proposal.

Summary of Chapter 2
In this chapter, both assimilation and dissimilation are found in contextual tonal
variation in Mandarin. It was found that carryover contextual effects, i.e., influence of the
preceding tone on the following tone, are assimilatory in nature, whereas anticipatory

effects are mostly dissimilatory. In both cases, it is either the starting or the ending pitch
value rather than the entire tonal curve of a tone that influences the neighboring tones.
While a low ending value in a preceding tone tends to lower the FO value of the following
tone, a low starting value in a following tone tends to raise the FO value of the preceding
tone. Carryover effects were found to influencenot only the immediately adjacent tone, but
ako the second and probably the third tone in a row. Anticipatory effects, however, did
not show any consistent cross-syllabic influence.
While the assimilatory tonal variation is similar to previous findings about tonal
coardculation, anticipatory tonal dissimilation has not been discussed systematically
before. Several accounts for the anticipatory tonal dissimilation are discussed, including
phonological deletion, wide-swing, limit of low pitch register, and counteraction of
declination.
The finding of acoustical difference between the original rising tone and the rising
tone derived from the low tone before another low tone due to the tone sandhi rule raises
serious questions about our current understanding of phonological alteration and phonetic
implementation in speech production.

Chapter 3 - Toward a More Unified View of Tonal
Variation in Mandarin
Explaining Contextual Tonal Variation
In Chapters 1and 2, various aspects of the production and perception of contextual
tonal variations in Mandarin arc examined. Results of the experiments and analyses either
c o n f i i previous findings or reveal phenomena that have not been observed or have not
been systematically observed before. In the course of analyzing the data, pieces of
observations made in previous studies as well as in the present one concerning contextual
variation of Mandarin tones seem to be gradually converging to form a picture with much
more consistency than previously found possible. The following is a list of the various

aspects of the emerging unified view about Mandarin tonal variation.
1)

Tones, just like segments, undergo variations due to different phonological and

phonetic processes in speech production.
2)

In general, a tone is influenced by both carryover effect and anticipatory effect. The

two kinds of effect arc different in nature, and thus have asymmetrical influences on a
tone.

3)

The carryover tonal influence is assimilatory, and it is the ending pitch rather than

any other part of a tone that is exerting the carryover influence. A high ending pitch of a
tone raises the onset FO as well as the overall FO height of the immediately following tone

as well as the next following tone, and possibly even the third tone in the row.
4)

The anticipatory tonal influence is dissimilatory, and it is the starting pitch of a

following tone that is exerting the anticipatory influence. A low or mid starting pitch raises
the maximum FO as well as the overall FO height of the preceding tone except the low tone.

Unlike carryover effect, however, no consistent cross-syllabic anticipatory effect was
found in the present study.
5)

The magnitude of assimilatory tonal variation is positively related to speaking rate

but negatively related to the level of stress of the tone being affected.
6)

Listeners are able to compensate for assimilatory tonal variations rather

successfully when the tonal context is present Listeners' performance in identifying the
perturbed tones is not directly proportional to the magnitude of the perturbation.

7)

The perceptual effect of anticipatory tonal dissimilation is unknown. Further

studies are needed to address this question.
With the above list; it is now possible to provide more systematic explanations for
many phenomena found in earlier studies as well as in the present one.
a)

The phonetic mechanism for Chao's rising-tone variation rule is the asymmetry of

anticipatory and carryover effects. The carryover effect is assimilatory, while the
anticipatory effect is dissimilatory. The magnitude of the two effects is negatively related to
the stress level of the tone being influenced. Since the second syllable in a trisyllabic
sequence is usually prosodically weak,it is subject to strong influence from the preceding
tone as well as the following tone. Looking again at Figure 1.3, for the rising tone, we see
that its onset, as well as its overall FO, is raised by the high ending pitch of a preceding
tone; at the same time, its maximum, as well as its overall FO, is raised by the low starting
pitch of a following tone. As a result of the combined influences, both the onset FO and the
overall FO of the rising tone are greatly elevated, resulting in a contour with high overall FO
and slightly negative slope. When a rising tone is preceded by a tone with low ending pitch
and followed by a tone with high starting pitch, its onset and maximum FO height are
lowered by the preceding tone, and the overall FO height is further lowered by the
following tone, resulting in a rising contour with low overall FO height. Similarly, for the

falling tone, its FO onset, as well as its overall FO height, is lowered by the low ending
pitch of the preceding tone. At the same time, both its maximum and its overall FO height
are lowered by the high starting pitch of the following tone. Consequently, the falling tone
becomes a slightly falling contour with rather low overall FO height. When the falling tone
is preceded by a tone with high ending pitch and followed by a tone with low starting

pitch, its onset is raised by the preceding tone, and its overall FO height is boosted by the
following tone, resulting in a high falling contour with rather steep negative slope.
In case a rising tone is preceded and followed by high pitches in the surrounding

tones, the high pitch that precedes it elevates its onset FO, and me high pitch that follows
reduces its maximum FO in the final rise. As a result,the surface form approaches a flat
contour without much of a rising slope.
b)

When a falling tone is followed by another falling tone, it is said to have only a half

fall (Chao, 1948). Shen (1990) argues that the half fall of a falling tone before another
falling tone results from tonal coarticulation rather than from tone sandhi. From Figures
2.22 (b) and 2.30 (b), however, it seems that the falling tone falls to roughly the same
height by the end of the syllable carrying it regardless of what the following tone is. Shih

(1986, p. 12) also reports that the L target of a non-final falling tone "only reaches the
middle pitch range regardless of the following tonal context" As listed in Table 2.7 of the
present thesis, her measurements show that the ending FO of the falling tone is more or
less the same when followed by different tones (actually the highest before the low tone,
the lowest before the high tone, and the same before the rising and the falling tones).

If there is not much difference in the ending point of a falling tone, where then did
Chao's impression of the half fall come from? The findings of anticipatory dissimilation in
this study show that a falling tone before another falling tone has lower maximum as well
as overall FO than before a rising or low tone. So, it is highly likely that the impression of

a half fall is the result of hearing the reduced falling contour due to anticipatory
dissimilation.
c)

Shih (1986, p. 11) reports that "following a H target, a tone 3 consistently starts

higher than a tone 2, which is unexpected since both tones have the same initial target." In
Figures 2.21 and 2.29 of the present thesis, the same phenomenon can be clearly seen:
when the first syllable has a high or rising tone, a following low tone would have a higher
starting FO than a following rising tone. Furthermore, however, both the rising and the
low tone in the second syllable have a higher starting FO than the high and the falling tone.
When the two phenomena are considered together, it is clear that it is anticipatory
dissimilation that is responsible for the difference in the onset FO of the second syllable.
When the second syllable has a tone with low starting pitch, the ending FO of the preceding
high or rising tone is elevated to such a degree that the raised FO contour extends into the
initial nasal segment of the second syllable. In other words, the anticipatory tonal
dissimilation is reflected back onto the onset of the influencing tone. Because the low tone
has an even lower starting pitch than the rising tone, the amount of elevation of the ending
FO of the preceding tone is larger when followed by a low tone than by a rising tone, and

thus there is greater reflection of the anticipatory dissimilation for the low tone than for the
rising tone.
d)

Shih (1986, p. 11) observes,
Tonal alignment in disyllabic words is basically the same as in monosyllabic
words. The most important difference is the absence of the first tonal target at the
very beginning of the second syllable. That is exactly where two different tonal
targets may clash. By removing the first target, some transitional time is allowed
during the consonantal region. When the second syllable begins with a glide, the
tonal transition occurs mostly during the glide. In cases where the second syllable
begins with a vowel, transitional time is pushed into the vowel.

The FO analyses in Chapter 2 of the present study agrees with Shih's observation in that
the fastest transition between the end of the first tone and the beginning of the second tone

occurs during the initial voiced segment of the second tone. The range of ending FO values
of a tone is much narrower than the range of its onset FO values. This is why the second
tone seems to Shih (1986) to lack an initial tonal target
Presumably, this phenomenon is due to different mechanisms for the carryover and
anticipatory effects. On the one hand, since the carryover effect is a form of coarriculation,
and since tonal coarticulation is apparently mi-directional, i.e., only from left to right,
whenever a compromise between two neighboring tones is called for, the later tone simply
gives in to the earlier one due to lack of assimilating power. As a result, the later tone
simply starts from where the previous tone ends, and then proceeds from there to approach
its own pitch targets. On the other hand, the anticipatory effect seems not to directly affect
how two neighboring tones join one another, but rather it is more like a process of
adjusting the relative FO height and range of the previous tone. Hence, it does not seem to
affect the ending FO of the previous tone in particular. As a result, the ending range of a
tone looks much narrower than its starting range.
It is also observable in the FO curve tracings in the present study (see Figures 2.29
and 2.32) that when the pitch heights disagree across a syllable boundary, the first turning
point occurs sometimes not at the onset of the initial nasal segment of the second syllable,
but somewhere after the onset of the initial nasal segment, sometimes even as late as half
way through the initial nasal segment. Presumably, this is due to inertia of the articulatory
movement By the end of the syllable, although the articulation for the tone associated with
that syllable may have stopped, the movement toward the last goal of a tone sometimes
cannot stop instantaneously. Thus we see an extension of that movement into the initial
segment of the next syllable.

Remaining Questions
Although the findings in the present study make the picture about contextual tonal
variations in Mandarin much clearer than it has been shown previously, a lot of relevant
details of the picture arc sdll lacking.
First, it is still not very clear how exactly anticipatory and carryover effects interact
with stress. Although it is fairly certain that the amount of variation of a tone is negatively
related to the stress level of the syllable carrying it, it is still not clear how carryover and
anticipatory effects interact with stress in determining the surface shape of a tone.
Second, the effect of speaker's intention to speak clearly and the effect of deliberate
emphasis are both believed to contribute to the final FO contour of a tone. It is also relevant
to our understanding of the entire speech communication process. Unfortunately, few
studies have been conducted regarding these effects, especially the first one (but see
Picheny, Darlach, & Braida, 1986).
Third, the domain of the anticipatory and carryover effects needs to be further

explored. It is found in the present study that carryover effects can reach beyond the
adjacent syllable, but its influence beyond the next following syllable can only be inferred
from the fact that the difference it causes remains till the end of the next following tone.
More solid evidence is definitely needed for the long distance tonal coardculation. As for
the anticipatory effect, the inconsistency in the effect across a prosodic boundary needs to
be solved, or satisfactory explanations need to be found.
Finally, the exact mechanism for the anticipatory dissimilation needs to be further

investigated. Although it is argued in Chapter 2 in favor of the limit-of-low-pitch-register
account or the counteraction-of-declination account, more supporting evidence is definitely
needed. Or, if there isn't any, alternative accounts should be considered.
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